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New SDL Studio GroupShare 2014 means increased e�ciency in any language. 
An intelligent collaboration hub for small to medium sized translation teams, it 
takes the class-leading capabilities of SDL Trados Studio 2014 further than ever
and will transform how your translation teams work.

Improving productivity, it centralises all project information so your teams spend less time filing and 
more time translating.

Expediting workflow, it automatically informs the next team member in the process that their task is 
ready and waiting.

Strengthening security, it enables Project Managers to ensure that individual team members only view 
documents assigned to them.

And increasing operational efficiency throughout the process, GroupShare 2014 has already proven to 
significantly reduce manual tasks, leading to time-savings in administration of up to 18%.

Technology that 
translates into efficiency

The new and more efficient way to manage translation

For more information, visit www.groupshare2014.com

Proven to increase efficiency 
by 18% and counting
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New SDL Studio GroupShare 2014 means increased e�ciency in any language. 
An intelligent collaboration hub for small to medium sized translation teams, it 
takes the class-leading capabilities of SDL Trados Studio 2014 further than ever
and will transform how your translation teams work.

Improving productivity, it centralises all project information so your teams spend less time filing and 
more time translating.
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Know-how for Global Success 

Nine Tracks for You:
• Global Business • Web/Mobile
• Content Strategy • Language Service Provider (LSP) Track
• The Inside Track • Localization Core Competencies 
• TAUS Track • Advanced Localization Management
• Unconference

Meet professionals from Fortune 500® companies and many more. See their presentations. Learn from them. Discuss. 

Visit the large exhibit hall with service and technology vendors.

Dublin, 4-6 June 2014, The Convention Centre Dublin

Information and Registration: www.localizationworld.com

Save the Dates! Localization World Vancouver, October 29-31, 2014

   Bronze Sponsors:    Dinner Sponsor:

Keynote Speaker

Magnus Lindkvist – Author, trendspotter and futurist
Magnus Lindkvist is one of the world‘s leading and most respected futurists. He works with corporations and 
governments around the world. He is the author of When the Future Begins: A Guide to Long-Term Thinking, 
Everything We Know is Wrong and The Attack of the Unexpected. 

 

   Silver Sponsor:
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below, the demon Kala stands guard 
over the temple’s entry.
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IIn this issue, we cover two things 
central to localization: emerging markets 
and translation technology. Emerging 
markets are the goal, at least in the sense 
that localization is always looking toward 
what was previously unexplored, while 
technology is crucial to the method. 

Our Core Focus covers translation 
technology, and will be available on 
our website free for download at www.
multilingual.com/downloads/coreFocus143.
pdf. Our previous Core Focuses may be 
downloaded from our website as well. This 
one spans everything from technology-

assisted interpreting to machine translation 
to cloud security. Tatiana Gornostay’s 
musings on better terminology tools touches 
on the need for terminology in emerging 
markets in particular — which leads us back 
to our industry focus. Here we have an 
overview of emerging market strategies and 
considerations from Conor Bracken, a look 
at one of Canada’s newly-official minority 
languages from Alicia Assini, and a piece on 
Brazil, just in time for the World Cup, from 
Louise Law and Ellen Donaldson.

For when emerging markets pose 
challenges and disruptions such as poor 

infrastructure or even a revolution, Rosalind 
Smith and Mohamed Aly have some 
suggestions in our Perspectives gleaned 
from their own experience in Egypt.

In our Takeaway, E.S. Wibbeke offers 
advice on culturally savvy leaders who can 
gracefully do business in their nonnative 
culture, which is critical in any new market 
a company is considering. 

New markets and new technology can 
both be daunting. We hope our continued 
research into these topics is a source of 
inspiration to our readers. W

Emerging markets, emerging tech

Katie Botkin               Post Editing
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A Powerful CAT Tool for
Translation Management
MadCap Lingo is a translation software tool designed to assist 
technical writers, documentation specialists and professional 
translators in the translation process.

© 2013 MadCap Software, Inc. All rights reserved. MadCap Software, MadCapSoftware.com, the MadCap Software logo and 
MadCapLingo are registered trademarks of MadCap Software, Inc. Other marks are the properties of their respective owners.

• Advanced Translation Editor
• Support for Multiple Translation Memory Connections 
• SQLite Database Support
• Concordance Search
• Segmentation Rules Editor
• Streamlined Termbase Editor
• • Robust File Support: 
    *.SDLXLIFF, *.TXML, *.TTX. and More
• Support for 101% Matches
• Preview Documents for Word™ and PowerPoint®

• And Much More!

New Features Include:

TRY IT FREE FOR 30 DAYS
MadCapSoftware.com/Lingo
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Hands-on learning in Asia
Humid, lively and newly-emerging, 

Bangkok, Thailand, was a perfect back-
drop for Localization World’s recent 
expansion into Asia. It even came with 
some instruction on local customs. On 
February 25, 2014, keynote Stuart Jay 
Raj, a polyglot who speaks 13 languages, 
taught the audience how to com-
municate the Thai greeting properly, 
taking into account tonal inflection, 
pronunciation and even body position, 
hands folded into a lotus, spine bending 
at the waist. This is called the wai, and 
it conveys a small “piece of goodness,” 
according to Raj.

Raj noted that “I don’t believe I 
have a gift for languages, I just like 
being excited,” by the patterns in the 
world. He revealed some of these pat-
terns interactively, having the audience 
stand and do an exercise that taught 
the American Sign Language alphabet 
and Morse code simultaneously, using 
a musical track set to 120 beats per 
minute. The audience mouthed words 
such as apple and oreo in time with the 
beat, using their hands to spell out the 
first letter of each word. Raj reiterated 
that becoming a polyglot is “just finding 
connections, finding patterns and put-
ting them together.”

The most difficult thing about learn-
ing a new language, according to Raj, 
is the psychology — in other words, 
really getting into “those things that are 
deeper than language.” He suggested 
never asking “how do you say,” a certain 
word, but instead asking what you say in 
a given situation because you may not 
know the word to ask. 

The conference continued with 
popular topics, with a special emphasis 
on Asian localization. One of the most 
well-attended sessions was a round table 
about doing business across “western” 
and “eastern” enterprises. Networking 
events included an opening reception at 
the top of the Millennium Hilton tower 
with a 360-degree view of the city, and 
a dinner cruise on the Chao Phraya River 
that featured traditional Thai dancing 
as entertainment.

Translation 
automation for 

LSPs and global 
companies. 

Globalese®

Powered by MorphoLogic Localisation.

Machine Translation System

Productivity Integration Flexibility Free evaluation

High-quality 
project-
specifi c MT 
engines

MT for 
standard 
CAT tools 
and 
processes

Hosted 
or local 
installation

30-day trial 
with full 
support

www.globalese-mt.com

Localization World Bangkok held February 24-26

Wat Arun, the Temple of Dawn, 
as seen on the conference dinner 
cruise; looking out over the river from 
the Millennium Hilton; scenes from 
the sessions, the exhibit hall and more. 
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Business

BeatBabel moves headquarters
BeatBabel, a translation and lo-

calization company, has moved its 
headquarters to a new location in San 
Diego. The company also has produc-
tion offices in Germany, France and 
Argentina. 
BeatBabel www.beatbabel.com

Andovar opens office in India
Andovar Pte Ltd, a localization 

provider headquartered in Singapore, 
has opened an office in Kolkata, In-
dia. The new location will add Indic 
languages to the company’s suite of 
services. The company also has offices 
in Thailand and Colombia.
Andovar Pte Ltd www.andovar.com

beyont
Acclaro Inc., a translation and localiza-

tion firm, has launched partner company 
beyont, specializing in localization staff-
ing and recruiting as well as globalization 
consulting.
Acclaro Inc. www.acclaro.com

Argos opens office in Minneapolis
Argos Translations Sp z o.o., a provider 

of language services, has opened an office 
in Minneapolis, Minnesota, under the name 
Argos Multilingual. The company also has a 

regional office in Ireland and is headquar-
tered in Poland.
Argos Translations Sp z o.o.  
www.argostranslations.com

RR Donnelley acquires MultiCorpora
R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company has 

signed a definitive agreement to acquire 
MultiCorpora, a provider of multilingual as-
set management solutions. The acquisition 
is intended to expand the capabilities of RR 
Donnelley’s language solutions group.
MultiCorpora www.multicorpora.com

YourCulture opens Dorchester office
YourCulture, a provider of localization, 

translation, interpreting and cultural com-
munication services, has opened a new 
office in Dorchester, UK.
YourCulture www.yourculture.co.uk

TransPerfect in Budapest
TransPerfect Translations, Inc., a provider 

of language services, has opened an office in 
Budapest, Hungary. The company has offices 
in more than 85 cities on six continents.
TransPerfect Translations, Inc.  
www.transperfect.com

One Hour Translation now in London
One Hour Translation, a web-based 

translation services provider, has officially 
launched its London, UK, operations. Kreab 
Gavin Anderson, a communication con-

sultancy, has been appointed to provide 
corporate communications support as the 
business expands its customer base in its 
new location.
One Hour Translation  
www.onehourtranslation.com

People

Recent industry hires
 ■ Locordia Communications, a provider 

of language services, has hired François 
Tardif as vice president of business devel-
opment for North America.

 ■ Netwire, a provider of language ser-
vices that include transcription, subtitling 
and voiceover, has hired Giovana Barrillari 
and Luana Caliani to the project manage-
ment department.

 ■ SDL, a provider of global customer 
experience management, has hired Berna-
dette Nixon as chief revenue officer of its 
content and analytics business. 

 ■ MultiLing, a provider of IP translation 
and related services for foreign patent fil-
ings, has hired David Urry as chief financial 
officer. 
Locordia Communications www.locordia.com
Netwire www.netwire.com.br
SDL www.sdl.com
MultiLing www.multiling.com

Resources

Localization in e-governance
The Centre for Development of Advanced 

Computing (C-DAC) has launched a portal 
for the localization of e-governance ap-
plications in India. It includes relevant stan-
dards, best practices, tools and technologies.
C-DAC GIST (Centre for Development of 
Advanced Computing) www.cdac.in/gist

Recent industry reports
Common Sense Advisory, Inc., an inde-

pendent market research firm specializing 
in the language service industry, has pub-
lished a report based on a poll of 3,002 
consumers across four continents that de-
tails how translation affects the web cus-
tomer experience and global e-commerce. 
“Can’t Read, Won’t Buy” explains how 
more local language content throughout 
the customer experience leads to a greater 
likelihood of purchase.

In other research, Common Sense found 
a direct correlation between the number of 
languages companies currently support on 
their websites and the number they might 
add in a given year. “Adding Languages to 

Process
Level

99

Next 
Project

Plunet BusinessManager 
The Management Solution for the Translation Industry

www.plunet.net

BusinessManagement 
makes the Difference 
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News
Websites — It Gets Easier” discusses how 
return on investment and the localization 
maturity model both play a role.

Common Sense has also published a 
report based on a survey of 371 language 
service and technology providers to assess 
what marketing tactics they deploy, which 
are most successful, and what budget and 
staffing levels support those efforts. “Mar-
keting Strategies for LSPs” constitutes a 
benchmarking resource for LSPs of all sizes 
that already have a marketing function, 
strategy and budget in place, and for those 
just moving in that direction.
Common Sense Advisory, Inc.  
www.commonsenseadvisory.com

Industry news website
CrossLang, an independent consulting 

and translation automation solutions pro-
vider, and De Taalsector, an independent 
publisher for the language industry, have 
partnered to launch thelanguageindustry.
eu, a multilingual news website for the 
language industry. The site is currently live 
in English, French and Dutch, and intends 

to be available in all 24 official languages 
of the European Union.
CrossLang www.crosslang.com

Database of Foreign Names in Arabic
Specializing in the compilation of CJK 

and Arabic lexical resources, The CJK 
Dictionary Institute, Inc., has launched 
the Database of Foreign Names in Arabic 
(DAFNA), covering 250,000 names, their 
Arabic equivalents and Arabic script vari-
ants for each name, with each variant 
ranked by frequency of occurrence.
The CJK Dictionary Institute, Inc. www.cjk.org

Products and Services

XTRF 2014 Winter
XTRF Translation Management Systems 

sp. z o.o., has released XTRF 2014 Winter. 
New functions include Custom Fields and 
Job Manager, which offers an interface for 
transferring files between the translation 
department and its vendors.
XTRF Translation Management  
Systems sp. z o.o. www.xtrf.eu

easyDITA updates
Jorsek, LLC, publisher of the DITA XML 

authoring and content management tool 
easyDITA, has announced updates such 
as translation management with built-in 
block level translation memory and full 
XLIFF support. It also includes interfaces 
for the production of learning and training 
content in multiple languages.
Jorsek, LLC http://easydita.com

Insights
KantanMT, a subscription-based machine 

translation service, has launched Insights. 
The new technology is intended to help users 
assess the fluency and word recall of an en-
gine, identify methods of improving engine 
quality and estimate the post-editing effort.
KantanMT http://kantanmt.com

Déjà Vu X3
ATRIL, a computer-assisted translation 

technology developer, has released Déjà Vu 
X3. The new segment status — Translated, 
Proofread and Approved — distinguishes 
between the different steps of projects 

Transcription | Voiceover | Subtitling | Integration | Flash | Articulate | Lectora | Captivate | HTML5

Why do so many leading 
organizations turn to EQHO for 
audio & multimedia localization?                                                                       
For almost 10 years, media companies, eLearning developers and
MLVs have been placing their trust in EQHO for audio and multimedia
localization. Perhaps it’s because of our level of quality, speed of
delivery and our flexibility. However, feedback from delivery and our flexibility. However, feedback from EQHO’s many 
satisfied customers would suggest it’s for all of these reasons plus so 
much more.

Audio and multimedia localization isn’t such a dark art. Why not find 
out what EQHO can offer and see why so many top companies swear 
by our services?

Contact EQHO at +66 (0)2 637 8060, or email info@EQHO.com 
    
www.EQHO.com
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using translation best practices. Other up-
dates include Live Preview and multiple file 
Source Context.
ATRIL www.atril.com

iOmegaT
Welocalize, a provider of integrated 

globalization services, has begun licens-
ing on iOmegaT, a suite of language tools 
used to gather translator activity data and 
calculate the effect of machine translation 
on translation speed. The technology was 
developed in collaboration with The Centre 
for Next Generation Localisation.
Welocalize www.welocalize.com
Centre for Next Generation Localisation 
www.cngl.ie

Cloudwords Enterprise  
Edition updated

Cloudwords, Inc., an online translation 
management platform, has announced 
new features within its Enterprise Edi-
tion. Updates include Workflow Efficiency 
Reporting and new project auditing capa-
bilities that track all historical changes to a 
translation project.
Cloudwords, Inc. www.cloudwords.com

Acrolinx 4.0
Acrolinx GmbH, a developer of content 

quality software, has released version 4.0 
of its linguistic analytics engine-driven 
technology. The updated version includes 

a new Voice Scores capability, designed to 
provide feedback to writers about how well 
their content matches corporate guidelines 
for tone of voice such as readability, infor-
mality and liveliness.
Acrolinx GmbH www.acrolinx.com

translate5
MittagQI - Quality Informatics, a pro-

vider of information technology services, 
has introduced translate5, an open source 
proofreading environment for the browser.
MittagQI - Quality Informatics  
www.mittagqi.com

Solution Designer
thebigword, a language services com-

pany, has introduced Solution Designer, 
an online tool designed to take the user 
through a series of guided steps and quick 
questions to establish their translation 
project requirements.
thebigword www.thebigword.com

Clients and Partners

Medialocate selects KantanMT
Medialocate USA, Inc., a language service 

provider, has selected the machine transla-
tion technology from KantanMT, a subscrip-
tion-based machine translation service, to 
further develop its technology offering.
Medialocate USA, Inc. www.medialocate.com
KantanMT http://kantanmt.com

Ektron partners with Capita
Ektron, a provider of web content manage-

ment and digital marketing software, has 
formed a partnership with Capita Transla-
tion and Interpreting to enable Ektron users 
to translate website content into multiple 
languages.
Ektron, Inc. www.ektron.com
Capita Translation and Interpreting 
www.capitatranslationinterpreting.com

Announcements

Skrivanek 20th anniversary
Skrivanek Group, a provider of localiza-

tion solutions, is celebrating its 20th year 
in business. As part of the celebration, the 
company has launched a new website.
Skrivanek Group www.skrivanek.com

Call for entries: Localisation 
Research Centre Best Thesis Award

The Localisation Research Centre (LRC) 
is accepting entries for its LRC Best Thesis 
Award, sponsored by Microsoft Ireland. The 
award is given to the author of the best 
research publication in an area relevant to 
internationalization and localization. The 
scope of the entries for the award need not 
be confined to a technical linguistic area.

The closing date for submission of en-
tries is September 19, 2014.
Localisation Research Centre  
www.localisation.ie

Want more industry- 
related information?

 
Participate in  
discussions about  
the global language  
industry: 
www.multilingualblog.com

Find language industry 
companies in 48 categories: 
www.multilingual.com/ 
industryResources

Follow us on:
www.twitter.com/ 
multilingualmag

www.facebook.com/ 
multilingualmagazine

Connecting your vision, 
technologies and 

customers.

www.star-group.net
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April

ELIA Networking Days Riga
April 24-26, 2014, Riga, Latvia.

ELIA (European Language Industry Association) 
www.elia-association.org/index.php?id=ndriga

TCeurope Colloquium
April 25, 2014, Aix-en-Provence, France.

Conseil des Rédacteurs Techniques  
www.tceurope.org/colloquia/41-2014aix

CTA Annual Conference
April 25-27, 2014, Boulder, Colorado USA.

Colorado Translators Association 
http://cta-web.org/2014-cta-annual-conference

EACL-2014
April 26-30, 2014, Gothenburg, Sweden.

European Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics 
http://eacl2014.org

May

bp14
May 2-3, 2014, Budapest, Hungary.

Csaba Bán, http://budapest14.com

Madrid Workshop
May 7-8, 2014, Madrid, Spain.

MultilingualWeb, www.multilingualweb.eu/ 
documents/2014-madrid-workshop

memoQfest International
May 7-9, 2014, Budapest, Hungary.

Kilgray Translation Technologies, www.memoqfest.org

Intelligent Content — Life Sciences and Healthcare
May 8-9, 2014, San Francisco, California USA.

The Rockley Group, The Content Wrangler 
www.intelligentcontentconference.com

UTIC 2014
May 17-18, 2014, Kiev, Ukraine.

Ukrainian Translation Industry Conference 
http://2014.utic.eu/en

ALC 2013 Annual Conference
May 18-21, 2014, Palm Springs, California USA.

The Association of Language Companies 
http://alcus.org/education/conference.cfm

Technical Communication Summit 2014
May 18-21, 2014, Phoenix, Arizona USA.

Society for Technical Communication, http://summit.stc.org

Food and Culture in Translation
May 22-24, 2014, Bertinoro, Italy.

University of Bologna at Forlì, http://fact.sitlec.unibo.it

Translation in Music
May 25-26, 2014, Cardiff, Wales.

Cardiff University, www.cardiff.ac.uk/music/newsandevents/ 
events/conferences/14translationinmusic/index.html

LREC 2014
May 26-31, 2014, Reykjavik, Iceland.

The European Language Resources Association 
http://lrec2014.lrec-conf.org/en

International Conference on Economic,  
Business, Financial and Institutional Translation

May 29-31, 2014, Alicante, Spain.
University of Alicante, http://tr.im/4l2fg

June
 

TAUS Industry Leaders Forum
June 2-3, 2014, Dublin, Ireland.

TAUS, www.taus.net/taus-industry-leaders-forum-2014

Localization World Dublin
June 4-6, 2014, Dublin, Ireland.

Localization World, Ltd., www.localizationworld.com

UA Europe 2013
June 5-6, 2014, Kraków, Poland.

UA Europe, www.uaconference.eu

LTC4 2014
June 13-16, 2014, Shanghai, China.

East China University of Political Science and Law 
http://103.30.5.198/LTC4/index.htm

EAMT 2014
June 16-18, 2014, Dubrovnik, Croatia.

European Association for Machine Translation 
http://hnk.ffzg.hr/eamt2014

25th Japanese-English Translation Conference
June 21-22, 2014, Tokyo, Japan.

Japan Association of Translators, http://ijet.jat.org

NILI Summer Institute 2014
June 23-July 3, 2014, Eugene, Oregon USA.

Northwest Indian Language Institute  
http://pages.uoregon.edu/nwili/summer-institute

August

 FIT XXth World Congress
August 4-6, 2014, Berlin, Germany.

International Federation of Translators, www.fit2014.org

CIDLeS Summer School 2014
August 11-15 2014, Minde, Portugal.

Centro Interdisciplinar de Documentação Linguística e Social  
www.cidles.eu/summer-school-coding-for-language-communities-2014
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WWhen Charles Darwin wrote 
The Origin of Species in 1859, 
he forever changed the view that 
the natural world was an ordered 
system that had existed as-is for 
countless years and would re-
main immutable until the end of 
time. “Survival of the fittest” be-
came a basic axiom, not only in 
biology, but also in other spheres of human endeavor. 
The business world in particular has embraced this principle, 

and its imperatives currently rule the vast majority of com-
mercial ventures, from multinational corporations down to the 
small shops on Main Street. This philosophy, combined with the 
rapid pace of technological advancements, planted the seeds 
of a revolution in the ways we buy and sell goods and services, 
and therefore, in the way we work. Language professionals are 
at the forefront of this “adapt or die” world, and while there are 
still some who cling to the notion that no change is required, 
most recognize the need for rethinking their current approach 
to doing business if they want to continue to thrive in this new 
environment.

Nicole Y. Adams’ book Diversification in the Language Industry 
(NYA Communications, 2013) aims to shed light on this situation, 
and most importantly, provide some possible solutions to those 
who want to stay ahead of the wave that is sweeping our industry. 

As she notes in the opening chapter: “It is 
prudent to have a risk management strat-
egy in place, and diversification certainly 
lends itself to this purpose.” The book 
is structured in six sections covering 35 
themes and case studies. To illustrate each 
theme, Adams has collected an impres-
sive 50 presentations and interviews with 
individuals who found a way to branch 
away from the traditional model and 

forge their own unique paths. The breadth and scope of profiles is 
fascinating, and includes such luminaries as Pritam Bhattacharyya 
(founder-teacher of Wordsmith University), Catherine Christaki 
(@LinguaGreca on Twitter), Corinne McKay (author of How to 
Succeed as a Freelance Translator and Thoughts on Translation), 
Alejandro Moreno-Ramos (creator of the Mox comic strip) and 
Lori Thicke (founder of Translators without Borders).

The first chapter of the book is dedicated to explaining how 
diversification should be viewed in the context of the language 
industry. It is essentially a risk-reduction strategy whereby you 
add services, products, customers or markets to your offer. The 
end goal is to differentiate your offering from all the other pro-
viders by identifying a niche and slowly developing the skills 
related to it. A recurring theme in the presentations in this book 
is that this development often occurs as an accidental by-prod-
uct of a professional evolution, rather than as a concerted effort 
to achieve a certain position. The stories of the professionals 
also highlight the fact that specialization is a very viable path 
for differentiation, and therefore — paradoxically — diversifica-
tion. As Nataly Kelly notes in her interview: “Diversification is a 
good sign ... translators are the new blacksmiths, because that 
field diversified and led to many other professions — welders, 
mechanics, engineers and so on.”

The rest of the book proves that Kelly’s analogy is correct by 
presenting the profiles of a wide array of language profession-
als who have embraced this new paradigm, with each chapter 

Diversification in the Language Industry

Reviewed by Sébastien Adhikari

Great source of motivation for any language professional

A graduate of the University of Montreal, 
Sébastien Adhikari has been working as a 
translator and consultant in the advertising 
and localization fields since 2001. 

Diversification 
in the Language 
Industry: Success 
beyond translation 
by Nicole Y. 
Adams. NYA 
Communications, 
October 2013. 
334 pages. 
Paperback, 
$42.95. 
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being dedicated to a certain type of diver-
sification. These chapters are broken down 
into themes, each one starting off with a 
lengthy and detailed profile of an individ-
ual who exemplifies that theme, written by 
that individual. When a theme is especially 
popular, the profile is followed by a shorter 
interview with another professional.

Five categories of diversification are 
detailed in this book. Linguistic diversifi-
cation refers to expanding from translation 
to closely related services, and covers post-
editing of machine translation, subtitling, 
transcreation, online language teaching, 
interpretation and so on. Extralinguistic 
diversification involves developing new 
areas of entrepreneurship for your exist-
ing business, such as project management, 
blogging and social networking. 

Passive diversification is the process 
of turning your personal knowledge or 
expertise into a product clients can buy 
without consuming your time, such as 
continuing professional development or 
online training courses.

External diversification is achieved by 
offering services for other language ser-
vice providers, thus filling a gap in their 
business or linguistic skillset: teaching 
and public speaking; multilingual desktop 
publishing and optical character recogni-
tion; and so on.

Distinctive diversification is a catchall 
category for any activity that isn’t covered 
by the other types of diversification, yet 
still remains connected to translation in 
some way. Adams provides four case stud-
ies in this section: Mox’s Blog, a comic 
strip; Translator Pay, which enables clients 
to pay language professionals in another 
country without any exchange fee; Trans-
lators without Borders, a nonprofit orga-
nization; and Rainy London Branding, 
identity branding for service providers.

The sheer variety of individuals Adams 
was able to contact in creating this book 
signifies that whatever path you are con-
sidering taking, you will find at least one 
example that tells you the background you 
need and shows you how it can be done. 
For this reason alone, her book is a great 
source of motivation for any professionals 
who want to take the bull by the horns 
and position themselves as valuable and 
respected experts in their field. Nora Torres 
nicely summarizes this sentiment on page 
147 of the book: “There are many other 
diversification options out there; just open 
your mind and heart to them, and fear not 
the future.”  M
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Y long and it’s not unheard of to poke a rib out. You can per-
manently hurt your neck in a headstand or pull your anterior 
cruciate ligament in Warrior. And then there’s my favorite 
yoga injury – the all-too-painful “yoga butt.” An injury vinyasa 
practitioners suffer from, yoga butt occurs when the gluteals 
and lower back are injured over time due to not keeping your 
stomach tight when moving from Tadasana into forward fold. 
Having suffered from it myself, I can say yoga butt is real, my 
friends, very real, and it is not pleasant.

This is why you can’t teach yoga unless you’re a certified 
yoga instructor. In the United States, instructor certification is 
issued by the Yoga Alliance. It takes 200 hours of training to 
become a registered yoga teacher (RYT 200). That plus teaching 
1,000 hours in the two years since your RYT 200 will earn you 
the credential of experienced registered yoga teacher (E-RYT 
200). On top of that, there are specialty certifications for those 
who want to teach children (another 95 hours training) or 
pregnant women (85 additional hours). In short, it takes longer 
to become a practicing yoga instructor than it does to become 
a practicing translator or interpreter.

One thing yoga and translation do have in common, though, 
is that they’re both misperceived. Going back to the yoga-as-
religion issue, July 1, 2013, a California court had to rule that 
yoga in fact was not a religion so that it could continue to be 
taught as physical education in public schools. So, much like 
translation, there’s misunderstanding out there about what 
yoga is and what yoga isn’t.

But here’s a major difference that amazes me: you never hear 
anyone say, “Well, we know Terena’s flexible, so ask her to teach 
yoga.” Even non-yogis get that you have to be a certified yoga 
instructor to teach. You just don’t find rogue, non-certified 
poseurs flooding the yoga market.

On the contrary, translation is full of nut jobs who think a 
semester of college Spanish makes them qualified to translate. 
Or worse yet, that working at a Chinese restaurant makes them 
an interpreter. The first paid language professional in America 
actually came in 1492 when interpreter Luis de Torres hitched 

You’ll never hear anyone call yoga a matter of 
life or death.  Granted, if you’re a hot practitioner, 
it can feel like life or death sometimes, the sweat 
dripping from brow to floor as the room starts to 
spin and you wonder when you’ll ever tap into 
your ujjayi breath again. That’s why I only go to 
hot yoga if I’m really, really mad at the world and 
need the heat to make it all go away.

Precisely because I don’t like my yoga to feel like a life or 
death experience, I have a regular Anusara practice. Anusara is 
a westernized style of hatha yoga that focuses on five align-
ment principles: opening to grace, muscular energy, inner spiral, 
outer spiral and organic expansion. The organic expansion part 
is what most folks think of when they think of yoga — that 
double-jointed willy-nilly free-for-all where people stick their 
feet behind their heads. But flexibility, I was surprised to learn, 
isn’t really what yoga is all about. 

While I disagree with those who see yoga as a religion — it’s 
more of a philosophy, really — fundamentalist naysayers do have 
one point: When it comes to what yoga is really about there are 
as many different opinions as there are for what Christianity 
is about, or Islam, or anything else that allows freedom within 
a prescribed set of rules. It’s this prescribed set of rules, one 
involving alignment, that makes yoga so challenging even for 
uber-limber ladies like me. Even if I can stick my foot behind my 
head, due to proper alignment, that doesn’t mean I should.

That’s because if you don’t know what you’re doing, you can 
really hurt yourself. More than pulling a muscle, you can sprain 
a wrist or break an arm. Twist too hard the wrong way for too 

Terena Bell is CEO of In Every Language. She serves on the GALA 
board as well as the White House Business Roundtable.

Macro/Micro        Terena Bell

What the language industry  
can learn from yoga 
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a ride to the New World with Columbus. 
Yoga didn’t get big in the United States 
until the 1960s. So how, in a matter of 
50 years, has yoga been able to establish 
itself as a profession more than transla-
tion has done in centuries?

Is it the ever-so-dreaded yoga butt? 
Yes, the possibility of facing physical 
pain might definitely make a customer 
take service quality a bit more seriously. 
But aren’t mammograms, which inter-
preters interpret for, or patient-facing 
instructions for an insulin pump, which 
a translator translates for, even more 
physically important than yoga butt?

Again, people, I’ve had yoga butt, and 
it’s not as funny as it sounds. But still, 
seriously?

Why does the general populace not 
get why a translator must be a profes-
sional, but they completely understand 
why a yoga teacher should be? What is 
yoga doing right that we do wrong?

Maybe it’s because in yoga there is 
no real right and wrong. My sundial will 
not look like your sundial, and that’s 
okay. While there are guidelines to keep 
a yogi’s body safe, as long as you stay 
in those guidelines, organic expansion 
allows for you to reach out and shine 
however your body wants. One day I 
may lift my foot in side plank, the next I 
may place it down. But it’s all side plank, 
and as long as I move my body safely, 
that’s okay. But wait — this actually 
sounds a lot like translation: a world 
where I translate canapé as sofa but 
you translate it as couch. Two ways of 
translating one word, just as there are 
two ways of doing side plank. So that’s 
not it.

But how well do we in translation 
convey what’s a known given in yoga 
— that there’s individual freedom inside 
universal guidelines? The yoga industry 
has done a great job at getting people 
to understand there are different ways 
to approach the same pose. This is what 
allows separate certifications for youth 
and prenatal. If we can get people to 
understand there are also many rights 
in our world, they then might under-
stand how difficult it is to navigate the 
nuances. 

This can’t be the only reason, though. 
To me, the core difference is that a yogic 
focus inherent to the practice is love. 
We may love our profession, yes, but do 
we love one another? Yogis do. Yogis 
don’t compete, yogis don’t perform to 

impress. Yogis form community. Once, 
my Chicago-London flight was delayed 
by eight hours. The yogis on the flight 
actually grouped together and started 
practicing while we waited. Yogis find 
one another, and when we do, we 
encourage one another. And if one group 
decides to break off and do things dif-
ferently, we let them do it. John Friend 
practiced Iyengar before founding Anu-
sara. Baptiste yoga was a break-off from 
power yoga, which takes its roots from 
basic Hatha. We go our own ways, and 
if one style doesn’t work for you, then 
another will.

But this is where the translation 
industry out and out fails. Not so much 
language service providers (LSP) but 
most definitely the freelance com-
munity, which is translation’s skeletal 
system. LSPs may be circulatory, bring-
ing the financial lifeblood our industry 
needs to thrive, but translators them-
selves are the bones at the base of it all. 
And unlike yogis, they sometimes have 
a fairly negative reputation. January 16, 
2014, German translator Kevin Lossner 
tweeted that a business in our space 
was “toxic waste” and “a load of crap” 
because he thought the company had 
machine translated its site (it hadn’t). 
A US-based LSP once had a translator 
respond with “F*ck off” when a project 
manager asked for a translation sample. 
Is this love? Is this even adult behavior?

Until we learn to love each other, the 
outside world will never love us. They 
will never get what we do and it will be 
100% our own faults. How do we expect 
non-translators to respect us when we 
don’t even behave respectfully ourselves? 
Agree with changes in technology, don’t 
agree with changes in technology. But 
don’t waste your life writing negative 
blog posts and tweets about others in 
our industry. It only makes the profes-
sion look undeveloped and makes you 
look like a jerk.

I fully believe that the reason yoga has 
accomplished in 50 years what transla-
tion has not accomplished in 500 is our 
lack of love.

Maybe it’s the yogi in me that thinks 
a little love can fix it all. “All we need is 
love” and so on. But there is something 
noteworthy in the traditional yoga salu-
tation Namaste. It means the light in me 
acknowledges the light in you. So how 
can we get this segment of the freelance 
community to see the light?  M

No limits!

 No hardware

XTM Cloud
is a powerful CAT tool and TMS, 

accessible from wherever you are. 

So whether you’re
a translator, agency or enterprise
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www.xtm-intl.com
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followed, as most of the workforce stayed at home due to lack 
of transportation and the perceived dangers of violence as seen 
on the television. But we managed it. How?

What we did
Management swiftly organized a satellite connection so that 

within one working day we were online and able to continue 
working. More importantly, we sent out a notice informing and 
reassuring our clients that we were operational and could continue 
supporting them. This was paramount, as we risked losing every-
thing if we did not continue to supply our services and complete 
projects already in hand, as well as be available for new ones. 
Especially as the workload increased due to the fact that most other 
language service providers in the country were unable to communi-
cate with their clients. We even fielded queries about the safety and 
whereabouts of some of our competitors!

A plan was drawn up in which a few key personnel, including 
management, controlled operations in-house when possible, based 
on their geographical location in the city (our offices are located in 
a suburb northeast of the center), as well as the actual situation on 
the street, as this changed on a day-to-day basis. 

To protect other key staff members, especially our translators and 
project managers, we set them up to work from home via a remote 
server whereby they had access to their work PCs at all times. 
Thankfully, 3G cell and normal internet connectivity were restored 
after a few days, so in this manner we managed to keep our opera-
tion running during a very difficult and totally unexpected period, 
and continued to work with our clients as usual. 

From this, we learned that you should be prepared for every 
eventuality and never take anything for granted. You can be cut 

PPeople today have become so accustomed to 
our globalized world with its easy access for one 
and all, and to the ease of internet communica-
tion in general, that we tend to take it all for 
granted. Few dwell on how easily we could be cut 
off at a stroke, unable to work, carry out projects, 
answer our clients, obtain valuable information 
and receive payments.

In fact, your whole operation can come to a grinding, scream-
ing halt, leaving you feeling helpless, faced with this unforeseen 
and totally unexpected state of affairs. Worst of all, you could lose 
everything. Try to imagine the situation — it is like being para-
chuted into a war zone without any warning or preparation. This 
is what happened during the Egyptian revolution of January 2011, 
when the sky almost literally came tumbling down around our ears.

It was a strange time. Nothing was as it was before; all normal 
life had disappeared. Communication with the outside world had 
been cut off, chaos prevailed on the streets, people were dying. 
A deadly pall of silence hung over the city outside of the protest 
areas, interspersed by gunshots, shouting, people running. Road 
blocks composed of tree trunks and large stones were set up by 
residents to protect their property and lives. Uncertainty reigned 
everywhere. Rumors abounded; state media were ignored as 
part of the regime; nobody knew what to believe; everyone felt 
stunned by the turn of events.

It was a world where all communications were cut. For a short 
time there were no cell phones, no internet (Figure 1) and no news-
papers, with limited news broadcasts on the state-run television 
station. There were also no police on the streets — they had been 
ordered off by the dying regime. Their stations were burned and 
looted of their guns, which ended up in the hands of who knows 
who. There was no security, with law and order a dream of the past.

How would you keep your company up and running in such 
a situation? Imagine the difficulties that would need to be 
overcome. Economically, the country was paralyzed; very few 
companies were operational during the two week period that 

Rosalind Smith has been the business development manager at 
eLocalize for ten years. She was copy editor at The Egyptian Gazette 
for two years. She has a fine arts diploma from the Sorbonne. 
Mohamed Aly is business development manager at eLocalize. He 
holds a bachelor’s degree in engineering and industrial design from 
Helwan University. Prior to this he was a design engineer for a 
Franco-Egyptian company for five years.

Perspectives            Rosalind Smith & Mohamed Aly

Solutions for revolutions 
and other disruptions
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off at any time by circumstances that 
are beyond your control. Anything can 
happen to anyone, anywhere, anytime. 
Yes, it could even happen to you! In the 
interest of preparing for this, have a 
variety of resources for the internet and 
ensure that all employees have remote 
access to their work stations. Have an 
emergency work plan which can be set 
in motion the moment there is an urgent 
situation. Have a power source backup. 
In the worst case scenario, make sure 
you’re keeping your clients up to speed. 
Inform them as soon as possible of any 
contingency, what it is and how long 
you expect it to last, and what you are 
doing (where possible) to alleviate the 
situation. Continue to communicate with 
them through ongoing updates about 
any changes in the status quo.

As it turned out, at the time of the 
revolution we had already partially 
prepared for a crisis. Back in February 
2008, the undersea internet cable to the 
Middle East and India was cut, affecting 
bandwidth in the whole area, impacting 
all users. This continued for a period of 
around ten days, in which there was very 
limited capacity. This really affected our 
operations badly as uploading and down-
loading of files was extremely slow on 
top of poor communications with clients. 
So in a more limited way, we had already 
faced a similar situation, although noth-
ing on the scale of the revolution.

Since 2011, we have continued to 
implement more measures. Uninterrupt-
able power supplies have been added 
to all key personnel computers due to 
ongoing outages. These were set up to 
be able to work for at least three hours, 

since many power outages have been 
around 10 minutes, and increased last 
summer to a maximum of about one 
and a half hours.

All staff have secure access to com-
pany resources such as our server and 
file transfer protocol from home so they 
can work as usual no matter what hap-
pens. Ongoing backups are made more 
regularly, and we keep external copies of 
these so that our company data is always 
available with or without the internet. 
Additionally, we have more than one 
internet provider. We keep up to date on 
any technological innovations that might 

offer extra support for any future break-
down in communications and are looking 
to install a backup power source.

Conclusions
It is imperative that you keep an eye 

out for any news that could affect your 
company no matter how insignificant it 
might seem at the time — heavy snow 
or rain that might impede circulation, 
floods, earthquakes, tornados, street 
protests or strikes in your area — any-
thing that could impact your operations. 
Be prepared for every contingency as 
already mentioned, such as personnel not 
being able to access the workplace due 
to snow or floods or lack of public trans-
port. Be prepared for outages, blackouts 
and internet providers being unavailable 
due to a variety of reasons, including a 
government shutdown. Have different 
internet options, draw up contingency 
plans to deal with unexpected events 
and also have a variety of solutions and 
processes that can be implemented in 
any urgent situation. An alternative, 
secure location from which to operate in 
a contingency is also a good idea.

A revolution is highly unlikely to hap-
pen to most people. However, much of 
the above could occur at any given time 
and you could find yourself in a similar 
predicament to ours, when all communi-
cation with the outside world is lost.  M

Figure 1: Internet traffic to and from Egypt on January 27, 2011. At 5:20 pm EST, traffic to and 
from Egypt across 80 internet providers around the world dropped precipitously.
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Localization maturity in 
emerging market languages

Conor Bracken

OOver recent decades, localization processes, 
metrics and tools have evolved and standardized 
to the point where the languages may change, 
but in general the process stays the same. In the 
1990s, localizers became aware of the challenges 
of “double-byte” languages and Asian scripts, but 
the advent of Unicode solved many of these issues. 
Bidirectional languages such as Arabic have long 
been known to present special difficulties, but 
those peculiarities aside, the localization process is 
seen as a template to be applied to any language.

The rise of emerging markets is bringing new languages into 
the spotlight and readers of this magazine are regularly intro-
duced to the idiosyncrasies of less-common languages. Instead 
of focusing on the unique characteristics of each language, a 
greater understanding is achieved by understanding that all 
emerging market languages have common characteristics, and 
that there is a continuum of development as resources, tools 
and processes adapt to the needs of localizers.

The definition of an emerging market is vague, with the Inter-
national Monetary Fund, The World Bank, stock markets and other 
organizations maintaining different lists. For translation, the focus 
is primarily on Asian and Eastern European languages, since South 
America and Africa are at least partially covered by familiar lan-
guages such as Spanish or French for many commercial purposes.

The impact of emerging markets on global economics is two-
fold: The massive buying power of the populations of China, India, 
Indonesia and elsewhere is being unlocked through localization. 
More importantly, the emergence of these economies seems set to 

continue and new countries are opening up. The repeated boom 
and bust cycles of the past in Africa and Latin America have been 
replaced by sustained growth in Asia and Eastern Europe.

At first glance, these two markets couldn’t be more different. 
The political systems and dominant religions are extremely diverse, 
and populations vary enormously. On closer inspection, certain 
common characteristics in terms of localization can be set forth.

For example, non-Latin scripts dominate. Lack of technical 
language support, line-break issues, segmentation difficulties, 
expansion and font size problems, and incompatibilities are 
very common. Computer-aided translation (CAT) tool support 
is missing or incomplete. Even for more established languages 
such as Thai, there is no support for using Thai as a source. 
Even as we move to the Indic languages and the soon-to-emerge 
languages such as Burmese and Khmer, there is poor support 
for them by CAT tools. Unicode exists, but is not necessarily 
adopted. For many scripts, Unicode has not been fully embraced 
either because the input method is new or unpopular, or because 
there is a lack of fonts. Simply requesting that the localizer “use 
a Unicode font” does not solve font or input method issues.

Also, the freelance translators for these regions often don’t 
use CAT tools. Trados freelance edition costs what is several 
months’ wages for an educated Indian office worker, and with 
the benefits of CAT tools accruing largely to the client, the 
flat model of CAT tool pricing fails in emerging markets. True, 
Wordfast offers a special price for most emerging markets, but 
in general CAT tool pricing is not realistic when compared with 
a translator’s earnings there. Add to this the fact that the less 
common languages naturally have far fewer professional trans-
lators and many of them work regular jobs. There tends to be 
a lack of translator associations and accreditations and even 
translation degrees may begin with English 101 and assume no 
working ability in English.

There is often inconsistent terminology and a lack of standards. 
Even basic IT terminology can be wildly inconsistent in emerging 
markets. As an example, Microsoft tends to eschew loanwords and 
transliterations in favor of pure translations with the conviction 
that where they lead, others will follow. On the other hand, Oracle 
tends to survey what is being actually used by the minority of the 
educated population who use computers every day, so their glos-
saries are full of loanwords from English and transliterations. Both 

Conor Bracken is the founder and CEO 
of Andovar. Originally from Dublin, Ireland, he 
has held a diverse range of technical and 
management positions worldwide and was a 
founder of the Irish-Thai Chamber of Commerce. 
He is fluent in English and Thai.
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approaches are valid, but the outcome is 
that even the most basic IT terms may be 
translated differently across companies 
and end-users. When this is compounded 
by issues around dialect (such as North 
versus South Vietnamese) glossaries tend 
to be much more problematic in emerging 
markets.

For these reasons and more, standard 
metrics for quality and productivity may 
not apply. What is the acceptable number 
of spelling errors per 1,000 words? One 
answer generally cannot be applied for 
all languages. With Thai, for example, 
having three times as many letters as 
English and with its spellcheckers unable 
to work efficiently, does it really make 
sense to have one metric for all lan-
guages? It’s the same for productivity. 
Every new project manager learns that 
translators do 2,000 to 2,500 words per 
day, and editors do 5,000-6,000 words. 
But in a country with immature, incon-
sistent terminology, lack of experience 
with CAT tools, and a prevalence of 
part-time translators, applying the same 
metric does not make sense.

Internet connectivity and affordabil-
ity is also lower. With files getting larger 
and cloud-based CAT tools becoming 
common, it is worth reflecting that users 
in emerging market countries often have 
the double whammy of slow speed and 
high cost. In China, internal bandwidth 
is fast, but the international firewall can 
retard connections to overseas servers.

Cultural and religious 
sensitivities
These are practical localization issues 

that emerging market languages face, but 
there are also increased cultural/religious 
sensitivities. Almost all the emerging 
markets score badly on the Press Freedom 
Index, and are a minefield for companies 
that assume that the same approach that 
worked fine in Europe, followed by Japan 
and Korea, will apply elsewhere.

Consider, for example, that YouTube 
was banned in Thailand several times 
in recent years because videos deemed 
offensive to the country’s revered mon-
arch were posted online. The Thai govern-
ment demanded they be removed before 
they made the service accessible again.

Religion is also a factor. In 2013, 
Malaysian authorities banned a planned 
concert by the American pop singer Kesha 
after deciding it would hurt cultural and 
religious sensitivities due to explicit refer-

ences to sex and liquor in the lyrics. In 
2012, a British woman who lived in Dubai 
was jailed for three months for inappro-
priate behavior with her boyfriend.

Racial profiles are also different. In 
2009, Microsoft in Poland switched a 
black man in a photo for a white one. 
This was quickly discovered and caused a 
minor scandal when the picture, showing 
employees sitting around a desk, appeared 
unaltered on the firm's US website.

After nearly 20 years of working in 
emerging market languages, I am no 
longer surprised by requests to supply 
translators who can use a certain CAT 
tool with predefined experience, qualifi-
cations and metrics. 

Localization professionals in devel-
oped countries talk about certain 
emerging market languages as being 
problematic. Actually, it’s not that emerg-
ing market languages are problematic — 
it’s the assumption that all languages can 
be localized with the same process that is 
fundamentally flawed.

Rather than assuming that if a process 
works for the first 15 languages, new 
languages should be shoehorned into the 
same process, localizers need to address 
the specific issues of emerging market 
languages, starting with an assumption 
that there will be technical and practical 
difficulties in these languages.

Recommendations
Testing linguists is more important 

than evaluating résumés and profes-
sional qualifications. Most emerging 
market translators have picked up their 
skills in real world on-the-job train-
ing and practice rather than by formal 
education. With freelance translation 
often paying much better than typical 
office jobs, the incentive to “game” the 
system is much higher.  Many candidates 
have padded or outright fake résumés. 
Successful translators can outsource 
their work to a lower cost translator, or 
they may take on more work than they 
can finish. Staged deliveries and sample 
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checking can be used to detect substan-
dard work at the beginning of a project 
rather than at the end.

Schedules and metrics need to be 
adapted for increased setup time and 
lower productivity. Terminology issues 
are inversely proportional to economic 
development. It’s worthwhile to allow 
extra time for recruitment, testing, 
glossary and training in CAT tools and 
quality assurance tools. While forcing 
emerging market languages onto the 
same track as other languages may be 
possible, costs are higher and there are 
greater risks to quality and deadlines.

By the same token, quality met-
rics and expectations may need to be 
adapted. With a limited resource pool, 
nonstandardized terminology and issues 
around non-Latin scripts, emerging mar-
ket languages have more problems with 
quality. In a rapidly developing economy, 
the language also changes between gen-
erations faster than in English. A male 
product manager in his fifties may have 
different ideas on what is correct formal 
language compared to a female transla-
tor in her late twenties. 

The choice of CAT tool should also 
be based on real world needs, not the 
existing model for mainstream European 
and Asian languages. Enforcing Trados 
usage and demanding Trados formats as 
a deliverable disqualifies the vast major-
ity of translators in emerging markets. 
Instead of demanding compliance to a 
specific tool, it’s much better to be pre-
pared to supply the tool to linguists, as 
well as train them how to use it. A part-
time translator earning $0.03 per word 
may be well-qualified, but he or she 
certainly can’t afford to pay out $825 for 
a Trados Freelance license.

Thus, applying a localization process 
model developed for mainstream lan-
guages as a template for emerging market 
languages is likely to cause failure and 
frustration. Consult specialists in the plan-
ning stage rather than presenting a sched-
ule and metrics as a fait accompli, because 
these will be accepted and then broken.

As emerging markets become econom-
ically viable for localization, they move 
along a continuum of practical and tech-
nological maturity. Languages that are 
lower on the totem pole of commercial 
viability and furthest in both geographi-
cal and linguistic distance from Europe 
and North America will inevitably have 
proportionately greater challenges.  M

20 editor@multilingual.com
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Canada's languages:
More than English and French

Alicia Assini 

MMost people know that Canada is officially bilin-
gual, with English and French as its two national 
languages, but how many people are familiar with 
Inuktitut? Odds are, probably not many, since 
this language has only around 65,000 speakers 
and under 5,000 monolingual speakers. Yet it still 
might be worth your while to take some time to get 
more acquainted with it, as it is one of Canada's 
newest official languages — in Nunavut, at least. 

If you’re asking where Nunavut is located, then you should 
know that the Canadian map changed in 1999 when the Territory 
of Nunavut was carved out of the Northeast section of the North-
west Territories. While I would like to think that in Canada this 
is common knowledge, as an American I shamefully admit that 
many of my fellow citizens cannot name more than one Cana-
dian province at best and often confuse Ontario and Toronto, not 
knowing which one is the city or province. I went to college in the 
Midwestern state of Iowa, and many people would ask me if that 
was located somewhere in Canada. Or else they thought I meant to 
say Ohio. Nunavut, unlike the state of Iowa, is undoubtedly located 
in Canada, most of it in fact above the arctic circle (Figure 1).

While Inuktitut still may be a language that perhaps many 
have never heard of, in April of 2008 Inuktitut became an offi-
cial language of the Territory of Nunavut with the passing of 
the newly created Official Languages Act. This new law replaced 
the former Northwest Territories (NWT) Official Languages Act. 
Under the NWT Official Languages Act, created in 1984, English 
and French were classified as the two official languages in the 
NWT, and there were nine First Nation and Inuit languages that 
this act recognized. At the time, it was a major improvement for 
the communities who spoke these languages, this being their 
first official recognition from any government entity. However, 
the NWT Official Language Act merely recognized the presence 
of these languages and made no major effort to encourage their 
availability or usage in official settings.

Currently, the official languages of Nunavut are documented 
as English, French and Inuit. The Inuit language in this instance 

actually refers to the two of the up to sixteen dialects of the Inuit 
language: Inuktitut and Inuinnaqtun. One of the most important 
differences between Inuktitut and Inuinnaqtun is their use of 
two different writing systems. In fact, while linguists such as 
Louis-Jacques Dorais, a leading expert on the Inuit language, 
distinguishes these as completely separate dialects of Inuit that 
also happen to have different writing systems, the Office of the 
Languages Commissioner of Nunavut’s website explains that 
they are the same language. Only the different writing systems 
distinguish them. What’s more, Inuktitut is seen as having a 
stronger base, being spoken by more people, whereas Inuinnaq-
tun has fewer speakers and is struggling to maintain its base of 
speakers. So it appears that how similar and distinct these two 
language communities are depends on just who you ask, but it 
is nonetheless an interesting issue to consider if undertaking a 
translation into Inuit.

The new Official Language Act became another step forward 
for the Inuit language with Inuktitut, along with Inuinnaqtun, 
being recognized as equal in status to both English and French. 
This is a major victory for Native North American languages. 
To put this in perspective, even the Navajo Language, which 
is considered by many to be the healthiest of the Native North 
American languages and is spoken by over 150,000 people in 
the Southwestern United States, has absolutely no recognized 
status in that region.

On April 1, 2013, the implementation of this law came into 
effect, along with another law that accompanied it, the Inuit 
Language Protection Act. These two laws simultaneously make 
it clear that all government and public services must now be 
available to all people in Nunavut in all three of the territories’ 
official languages. These two laws also lay the groundwork for 
the maintenance and expansion of the Inuit language. 

Alicia Assini is currently a project manager at In 
Every Language. She has an MS in multilingual 

computing and an upcoming MA in Spanish 
linguistics. For her master's thesis, she 

created a morphological parser for Mohawk.
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Thus, the Official Languages Act of 
Nunavut mandated that English, French 
and Inuit should receive equal status, 
rights and privileges in the territory. The 
Inuit Language Protection Act was also 
passed at the same time and is the first 
law of its kind in Canada. Its purpose is to 
ensure and create a means to support the 
maintenance and revitalization of a First 
Nations or Inuit language. The enforce-
ment of these two laws falls under the 
responsibility of the Nunavut Languages 
Commissioner, who has been given the 
task to work to create a Nunavut where 
all public information and services are 
available in the three languages. This 
access to information and services in 
the three languages is currently being 
enforced by the Office of the Languages 
Commissioner for the government 
and public sector but is currently not 
required of private businesses. How-
ever, on the Languages Commissioner 
website the long-term plan is the full 

implementation of the Inuit Languages 
Protection Act, with the goal that within 
five years Nunavut will be able to require 
all private industry to offer services and 
documentation in all three languages. 
This means that at a Tim Horton’s coffee 
in Iqaluit, you will be able to order in 
English, French or Inuit, along with hav-
ing the pleasure of viewing the market-
ing material in all three languages. For 
businesses that are operating in Canada 
and are either currently in Nunavut or 
considering expanding to that region, 
there is even a questionnaire on the 
Office of the Languages Commissioner’s 
website where you can get an assessment 
of your company’s readiness and ability 
to be prepared to offer services in Inukti-
tut along with English and French. Guid-
ance and advice can also be obtained in 
how to prepare your company for this 
upcoming requirement. 

For those of you who currently have 
worked closely with translations and 

businesses in Quebec, these requirements 
should sound familiar. This is because 
they are. Through the Inuit Language 
Protection Act in 2009, the Inuit Lan-
guage Authority, Inuit Uqausinginnik 
Taiguusiliuqtiit, was created after repre-
sentatives from Nunavut traveled to Que-
bec. They spoke with the Quebec Board of 
the French Language about approaches to 
language standardization and approval 
for new term creation. Essentially, the 
Inuit Language Authority was modeled 
after one of the most successful language 
authorities in the world, which has been 
instrumental in protecting and support-
ing the French language in Quebec. Per-
haps for some this might elicit flashbacks 
of the 1970s, when in Quebec a series of 
languages laws ensured the presence of 
French in all aspects of life in Canada 
— from education to the size of French 
signage. If all of this is any indication, 
then it is going to mean an insurgence 
for Inuktitut in Canada. 

In support of the increasing promi-
nence and status of this language, cur-
rently nine post-secondary institutions 
in Canada offer some language training 
for Inuktitut, of which only two are 
located in Nunavut. McGill University, 
University of Laval and the University 
of Toronto are among those institu-
tions, and many of these programs were 
developed and have grown since the 
creation of Nunavut as its own territory. 
Meanwhile, Nunavut Arctic College, 
which is located in Iqaluit, the capital of 
Nunavut, offers programs in Inuit stud-
ies and Inuktitut, and has developed a 
program in Inuktitut for translation and 
interpreting. 

In regard to the writing systems of 
the Inuit language, none of the Inuit 
dialects were written until the arrival 
of explorers or missionaries. When each 
group arrived they encountered a dialect 
of the Inuit language and attempted to 
find a way to capture it on paper. Since 
the Inuit language in its varying dialects 
is spoken from Alaska across Canada 
and into Greenland, and currently spans 
three different political nations, one 
can understand how these differences 
in approaches to documenting the Inuit 
language could have come about his-
torically. Inuktitut uses a syllabic script 
called Qaniujaaqpait while Inuinnaqtun 
is written using Roman orthography and 
called Qaliujaaqpait. This is why even 
though there are three official languages 

Figure 1: Map of the Territory of Nunavut.
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in Nunavut, you encounter four options 
when you visit the Office of the Lan-
guages Commissioner of Nunavut website 
(Figure 2). 

While for many of us in the language 
industry, it might seem likely that the 
Roman orthography would be prevalent 
and perhaps preferred due to the ease 
of transfer between English, French and 
Inuit, the syllabic script of Inuktitut is 
deeply rooted in the community and 
has become a part of the identity of the 
Inuit speakers, as Louis-Jacques Dorais 
describes in his book The Language of 
the Inuit: Syntax, Semantics, and Soci-
ety in the Arctic. Even though creating 
keyboards for the syllabic script is more 
complicated, the community is reticent 
to give up their unique script simply 
because writing with the Roman script 
allows for a simpler translation and digi-
tal communication process. This being 
said, an article published in February 
2011 on Nunatsiaq Online discussed the 
challenges facing standardization of the 
Inuit language because of the numerous 
dialects and scripts. Many point out that 
while the community strongly wants to 
keep the syllabic script, many will switch 
to using Roman orthography when tex-
ting or using the computer. 

What this all means for the language 
industry is that when doing business in 
Canada, you might want to take a look at 
developing resources to offer translation 
into Inuktitut and Inuinnaqtun. How-
ever, while the government and private 
sector will see an increase in a call for 
translations into Inuit, Nunavut is one 
territory, which does not mean that all of 
Canada is now trilingual. If Nunavut had 
been incorporated as a province, then 

the Official Language Act in Nunavut 
definitely would have made the news. 
If someday Nunavut should become a 
province, then language service provid-
ers that have taken the time to develop 
connections in Nunavut for Inuit lan-
guage resources will be ready to benefit 
from that increased need. 

Many of the languages native to North 
America may not have as many speak-
ers as those in Africa or India, but there 
should nonetheless be a strong commit-
ment to not only maintain these lan-
guages but also to increase their presence 
in contemporary North American society. 
The new status of the Inuit language has 

increased the momentum and drive for 
other communities in North America to 
fight for their languages to have equal 
rights and status as well. While initial 
responses may be to scoff at the idea that 
Inuktitut will ever be an actual player 
since the amount of its speakers is so low, 
then consider taking a moment to look 
at parts of Europe where some incred-
ibly small countries have ensured their 
language is protected and used within its 
nation and also is represented interna-
tionally in the European Union. 

While not everyone in Ottawa is 
admitting that the Inuit language will 
ever have any major significance on a 
national level, major research by the 
Canadian government has funded the 
development of natural language pro-
cessing tools such as a morphological 
parser, an e-dictionary and a search 
engine for Inuktitut. Government web-
sites are already being localized to offer 
the three languages. One company, the 
Pirurvik Centre, has developed a working 
relationship with Microsoft to create lan-
guage user interface packs for Windows 
products and has been involved with 
the website and software localization of 
sites into Inuktitut and Inuinnaqtun. So 
perhaps when thinking of the languages 
of Canada, it won’t be too far off to con-
sider not only English and French but 
Inuktitut as well.  M

Figure 2: The splash page of the Office of the Languages Commissioner of Nunavut.
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Localizing for Brazil, 
a nation on the rise

Louise Law & Ellen Donaldson

NNow seems to be a good time for Brazil, and 
not only because of its upcoming mega sport-
ing events such as the 2014 FIFA World Cup 
and 2016 Summer Olympic Games. There is a 
strengthening of the economy and improved 
infrastructure investments to support global 
businesses, brands and colossal international 
events. 

Thus, the country is now safer and more attractive for global 
companies wanting to do business in Brazil. It will be interest-
ing to see how political and economic powers will combine 
with the nation’s passion for music and culture, sports and of 
course, the joyous Carnival of Brazil. A country dominated by 
the Amazon basin, Brazil is asking loud and clear: are we ready 
to support full-scale globalization?

Brazil is one of the BRIC economies (Brazil, Russia, India 
and China). BRIC was a term coined in 2001 referring to the 
countries that may shift global economic power away from the 
G7 economies, meaning the United States, Japan, France, Ger-
many, Italy, the United Kingdom and Canada. Brazil is the larg-
est national economy in Latin America and is now the world’s 
sixth largest economy, with a GDP of $2,253 trillion in 2012 
and 2013 indicating a GDP rise in the region of 2%. 

Recent research by PricewaterhouseCoopers indicates that 
Brazil will become the fourth largest global economy by 2050. 
With a population of 202 million and a steadily growing 
economy, combined with the aforementioned up and coming 
global sporting events, it is no great surprise that marketers and 

companies are looking to Brazil to seize business opportunities 
for product and consumer global market expansion. 

For Language Service Providers (LSPs) this means more work 
on the horizon for localization of content into Brazilian Por-
tuguese. As more global businesses enter the Brazilian market 
and as Brazilian consumers get even greater spending power, 
globalization managers and LSPs need to make sure they are 
ready for this key emerging market.

There are a number of well-documented downsides to Bra-
zil’s spotlight, however, that pose both challenges and risks for 
market opportunists. Brazil’s ongoing antigovernment protests 
and demonstrations could erode global investor confidence and 
impair existing business operations. Today, Brazil has a very 
high cost of living and rising inflation. Brazil has a checkered 
history with rising prices, having suffered from hyperinflation 
in the 1980s and 90s. Economists tend to cast a wary eye on the 
fluctuating cost of goods. 

Brazilians are tech-savvy consumers and demand is rising, 
pushing up prices. Meanwhile, Brazilians pay very high taxes to 
support high levels of government spending (20% of GDP) result-
ing in economic disparity and rising cost of living. The quality 
of life remains relatively poor in several regions. On the upside, 
unemployment rates are going down, thanks in part to infrastruc-
ture and service needs of the upcoming large sporting events.

Brazilian market
Global companies entering the Brazilian market can make the 

mistake of lumping Brazil into an overall Latin American local-
ization entry strategy. Taking this approach can risk offending 
and even alienating potential consumers. When translating and 
creating content, it is important that the Brazilian culture is 

correctly understood and targeted. 
Brazilian culture is shaped far more by 

African and European influences than prob-
ably any other Hispanic culture. Brazil is 
known for its glamorous image, with high 
consumption in beauty and fashion markets. 
A rising middle and working class means 
there is a growing demand for financial 

Louise Law is global communications manager and 
writing chief at Welocalize. She has worked in communi-
cations for over 20 years and holds a degree in marketing. 

Ellen Donaldson is a global research executive at 
Welocalize. She holds a degree in psychology and is currently 

undertaking her master's degree in business consultancy.
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services and expanding technology. The 
unique characteristics of the Brazilian 
market spell out big opportunities across 
multiple sectors and industries — highly 
appealing to companies expanding their 
global market reach. Fully 81% of online 
shoppers in Brazil use social networks to 
search for new products and engage with 
brands, and according to comscore.com, 
Brazil is the world’s second biggest user of 
Twitter. Brazilian web users spend nearly 
twice the average time on Google as others 
worldwide. This is due to the popularity of 
Google’s social platform, Orkut.

Brazil is geographically divided into 
five regions, with each region having 
distinct market needs, almost like differ-
ent countries. São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro 
and the south of Brazil are very “tech 
savvy” regions and are well connected 
to the internet. In northeast and central 
Brazil, traditional forms of media such 
as radio and television are more popular. 
However, we must be aware of the vola-
tility of trends in such emerging markets 
— consumers can “leapfrog” from hav-
ing no technology straight to owning a 
smartphone. Companies must anticipate 
this and adapt the right content and 
tools in advance.

Brazil is strictly a Portuguese-speaking 
country, with almost 100% of the popu-
lation speaking Brazilian Portuguese. It 

is the language of daily life. Brazilian, 
African and European Portuguese have 
significant differences. They differ in 
spelling and context. The use of European 
Portuguese is unacceptable to Brazilians; 
thus for global companies, use of native 
speakers and language talents is crucial.

Welocalize recently conducted exten-
sive market research on language services 
for BRIC nations. Due to the significance 
of Brazil as a rapidly emerging market, 
the latest study for English to Brazilian 
Portuguese language services unveiled 
expansive opportunities that lie in the 
Brazilian market and how it will impact 
the language services supply chain. 
The research team conducted a survey 
of seven existing English to Brazilian 
Portuguese language vendors, all based 
in Brazil, to discover the challenges they 
faced in 2013-2014.

When the respondents were asked 
about the top challenges they faced this 
past year (Figure 1), 86% stated that lack 
of quality resources was a key problem 
closely followed by increasing rates 
charged by native translators. One of the 
problems facing the Brazilian Portuguese 
language market is the fact that transla-
tion is not a highly regarded profession 
compared with the professional careers 
of doctors, lawyers and engineers. The 
survey respondents also cited inflation, 
the growing complexity of translation 
projects and pressure to reduce prices as 
key challenges.

A second key finding dealt with lin-
guist attrition (Figure 2). Despite lack of 
resources presenting a challenge for the 
Brazilian vendors, 57% of respondents 
experienced attrition rates under 5% and 

Figure 1: Top five challenges for English to Brazilian Portuguese language vendors. 
Source: Welocalize's Localization Supply Chain Research, English into Brazilian Portuguese, January 2014.
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none of the vendors reported losses of 
linguists exceeding 20%. Betty Galiano, 
CEO of Ocean Translations, noted that 
“Brazilian linguists are like the country 
they were born in, easygoing, relaxed, 
full of life, and they know how to live. 
Many work near the sea — they have 
moved from large industrial centers like 
São Paulo to improve their quality of 
life. In the past it was difficult to find 
reliable linguists; some never met their 
deadlines. Now, things have changed.”

The language rates for Brazil were 
found to be high. As language rates are 
made up of a number of internal and 
external business costs, there were a num-
ber of trends observed within the research.

High cost of living had a signifi-
cant impact on rates. With the cost of 
living being very high in Brazil, this 
significantly impacted the rates charged 
by native translators. Similar comments 
were found relating to office overheads, 
especially for vendors based in the major 
cities of Brazil. The important business 
centers of Brazil are the megacities 
of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro; Belo 
Horizonte, Salvador, Curitiba and Porto 
Alegre being other key economic and 
key employment centers. 

Not only is Brazil going to be popular 
with sporting event tourists, it is becom-
ing a popular destination due to the 
strengthening of the Brazilian real (BRL), 

which is up 27%. Interestingly, only 43% 
of vendors we spoke to calculated their 
costs and rates in BRL with 57% showing 
costs in US dollars. All language vendors 
surveyed sell their services in US dol-
lars and 80% also sold in euros, which 
impacts the final language rate due to 
straight mark-up. Strengthening cur-
rencies attract tourists and businesses, 
leading to a forecast for a strong emerg-
ing global market for US and European-
based brands. 

Winning at the 
2014 FIFA World Cup
With Brazil hosting this year’s football 

(soccer) championship and future Olym-
pic Games, more than 200 countries and 
180 languages will unite. An estimated 
332,000 permanent and 381,000 tempo-
rary jobs will be created in preparation for 
the event. “The three-year build-up to the 
2014 soccer World Cup will boost Brazil’s 
economy by 1.5% of its annual GDP,” said 
chief economist of Itau Unibanco Holding 
SA, Latin America’s largest bank. 

Brazil expects to host more than 
600,000 soccer international tourists 
and more than three million Brazilians 
for the tournament in June this year — a 
huge multicultural, multilingual party in 
Brazil. If ever there was a right time for 
Brazil to shine, it’s now. For businesses, 
it’s time to evaluate your localization 
strategies to ensure you maximize every 
emerging market opportunity.  M

Figure 2: Linguist attrition rate for English to Brazilian Portuguese.
Source: Welocalize's: Localization Supply Chain Research, English into Brazilian Portuguese, January 2014.
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Technology-assisted 
interpreting
Hernani Costa, Gloria Corpas Pastor 
& Isabel Durán Muñoz

UUnlike translators, for whom a myriad of 
computer-assisted tools are available, interpret-
ers have not benefited from the same level of 
automation or innovation. Their work relies by 
and large on traditional or manual methods. 
The solutions tailored to the interpreters’ needs 
are few and still far behind. 

Fortunately, there is a growing interest in developing tools 
addressed at interpreters as end users, although the number 
of these technology tools is still very low and they are not 
intended to cover all interpreters’ needs. 

Interpreting modes and opportunities for technology 
The main categories of interpreting are simultaneous and con-

secutive interpreting, which refers to the mode of delivering the 
original message. In simultaneous interpreting, the target message 
is given at roughly the same time that the source message is pro-
duced, whereas in consecutive interpreting the interpreter waits 
until the speaker has finished before beginning the interpreta-
tion and takes notes in the meantime. Apart from these two main 
categories, we can also include a third one: liaison interpreting, 
which can be either simultaneous or consecutive. Liaison inter-
preters work in both directions for two parties, thus the languages 
being used become passive and active at the same time. 

Other common modes practiced are whispering interpreting, 
sight interpreting and sign language interpreting. Interpret-

ing modes can be further classified according to the technical 
equipment used, the settings, the fields of expertise and topics.

However, there is not yet a single, accepted classification. 
Relevant authors and reputable interpreting institutions such as 
ITI (www.iti.org.uk) or AIIC (www.aiic.net) have their own clas-
sifications. The list below comprises the most frequent inter-
preting modes encountered in industry literature and offered by 
company services. By no means is it intended to be exhaustive.

■■ Whispered interpreting (also chuchotage) is a subcategory 
of simultaneous interpreting whispered into the listener’s ear 
for which no specialized equipment is required. 

■■ Conference interpreting takes place in multilingual confer-
ences and it can be either simultaneous or consecutive inter-
preting, depending on the capacity of the conference and on the 
technical equipment available. 

■■ Business interpreting is a subcategory of liaison interpret-
ing used for smaller groups or business meetings, visits to a 
foreign country, one-on-one interviews and so on. 

■■ Court interpreting refers to interpreting services provided 
in a legal setting such as courts of law. It could be either simul-
taneous or consecutive, depending on the technical equipment 
and the audience. 

■■ Teleinterpreting (also remote interpreting) is done through 
a remote or offsite interpreter via telephone (over the phone 
interpreting) or via video (video remote interpreting), especially 
in services related to community interpreting. It is mostly con-
secutive, but it can also be simultaneous.

■■ Community interpreting is another subcategory of liaison 
interpreting; according to Roda Roberts, its main aim is “to 

Left to right: Hernani Costa is supported by the People Programme (Marie Curie Actions) 
of the European Union's Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under REA grant 

agreement 317471. Gloria Corpas Pastor is a professor in translation and 
interpreting at the University of Málaga and a visiting professor in translation 

technology at the University of Wolverhampton, UK. Isabel Durán Muñoz is a research 
member at the University of Málaga and holds a PhD in translation and interpreting. 
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enable people who are not fluent speakers 
of the official language(s) of the country 
to communicate with the providers of 
public services so as to facilitate full and 
equal access to legal, health, education, 
government, and social services.” 

There is a manifold of possible inter-
preting scenarios, and therefore, any 

technology tools developed for inter-
preters should necessarily account for 
this. Most interpreting services (except 
for teleinterpreting) are on-site, mean-
ing the clients are in the same place that 
the service takes place. This limits the 
possibilities of using a suite of tools to 
assist interpretation. To the best of our 

knowledge, such a system has not yet 
been developed. However, thanks to the 
development of smartphones, notebooks 
and tablets, interpreters have some use-
ful applications at their disposal.

The chances to develop tools for 
interpreters increase with regard to the 
preparation phase prior to any inter-
preting service, when interpreters need 
to acquire as much information and 
specialized knowledge as possible in 
order to get ready for their work. Once 
interpreters know the topic, the setting 
and all the features of the interpreting 
service, they can start compiling termi-
nological resources such as glossaries, 
managing documents and so on. The 
correct management of these tools will 
usually mean better output. Another sce-
nario prone to technology development 
is training, where all kinds of software 
and applications could be used to train 
interpreters at various stages and in dif-
ferent modes. 

Terminology tools 
for interpreters
Several tools and applications have 

been implemented to meet the needs 
of different interpreting contexts and 
modes. Even though some interpreters 
still store information and terminology 
on scraps of paper or excel spreadsheets, 
there are some specialized computer and 

Figure 1: Intragloss screenshot.
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mobile software that can be used to com-
pile, store, manage and search within 
glossaries. They can typically be used to 
prepare an interpretation in consecutive 
interpreting or in a booth. Those appli-
cations are quite similar to the look-up 
terminology tools currently used by 
translators. In fact, some of them have 
been developed to cater to the needs of 
both translators and interpreters.

Intragloss is a Mac OS X software 
created specifically to help interpreters 
when preparing for an event by allowing 
them to manage glossaries. This applica-
tion can be simply defined as a glossary 
and document management tool created 
to help the interpreter prepare, use and 
merge different glossaries with prepara-
tion documents, in more than 150 differ-
ent languages. It allows the import and 
export of glossaries from and to Micro-
soft Word and Excel formats. Every glos-
sary imported to or created in Intragloss 
is assigned to a domain glossary, which 
contains all the glossaries from the sub-
areas of knowledge, named assignments. 
The creation of an assignment glossary 
can be done in two different ways: 
either by extracting (automatically or 
manually) all the terms from the domain 
glossary that appear in the documents, or 
by highlighting a term in the document, 
search for it on search sites (such as 
online glossaries, terminology databases, 
dictionaries and general web pages) and 
adding the new translated term to the 
assignment glossary. The system allows 

for adding remarks to the glossary entries 
(see Figure 1). 

In short, Intragloss is an intuitive 
and easy-to-use tool that facilitates 
the interpreters’ terminology manage-
ment process by producing glossaries 
(imported or created ad hoc), by search-
ing on several websites simultaneously 
and by highlighting all the terms in the 
documents that appear in the domain 
glossary. However, it is currently plat-

form-dependent and only works on Mac 
OS X platforms. 

InterpretBank is a simple terminology 
and knowledge management software 
tool designed both for interpreters and 
translators using Windows and Android. 
It helps manage, learn and look up glos-
saries and term-related information. Due 
to its modular architecture, it can be 
used to guide the interpreter during the 
entire workflow process, starting from 
the creation and management of multi-
lingual glossaries (TermMode), passing 
through the study of these glossaries 
(MemoryMode), and finally allowing the 
interpreter to look up terms while in a 
booth (ConferenceMode). 

InterpretBank also has an Android 
version called InterpretBank Lite. This 
application is specifically designed to 
access bilingual or trilingual glossaries 
previously created with the desktop 
version. It is useful when working as a 
consecutive, community or liaison inter-
preter, when a quick look at the terminol-
ogy list is necessary.

InterpretBank has a user-friendly, 
intuitive and easy-to-use interface. It 
allows us to import and export glos-
saries in different formats (Microsoft 
Word, Microsoft Excel, simple text files, 
Android and TMEX) and automatically 
proposes translations to terms by taking 
advantage of online translation portal 

Figure 2: Interplex screenshot.
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services. However, it is also platform-
dependent (it only works on Windows), 
does not handle documents, only glos-
saries, and requires a commercial license. 

Another user-friendly multilingual 
glossary management program that 
can be used easily and quickly in a 
booth while the interpreter is working is 
Interplex UE. Instead of keeping isolated 

word lists, it allows users to group all 
terms relating to a particular subject or 
field into multilingual glossaries that can 
be searched in an instant. This program 
enables us to have several glossaries open 
at the same time, which is a very useful 
feature if the working domain is covered 
by more than one glossary. Similar to the 
previously analyzed programs, Interplex 

UE also allows us to import and export 
glossaries from and to Microsoft Word, 
Excel, and simple text files (Figure 2).

Interplex UE runs on Windows; nev-
ertheless, it has a simpler version for 
iOS devices, one named Interplex Lite, 
for iPhone and iPod Touch, and another 
named Interplex HD, for iPad. Both glos-
saries and multiglossary searchers offer 
the functionality of viewing expressions 
in each of the defined languages. 

In general, Interplex UE has a user-
friendly interface and it is regularly 
updated. It allows us to import and 
export glossaries from and to Microsoft 
Word and Excel formats. However, it, 
too, is platform dependent (Windows 
and iOS only), does not handle docu-
ments, only glossaries, and requires a 
commercial license. 

The next two applications are partic-
ularly relevant for conference interpret-
ing (simultaneous mode). LookUp is a 
commercial multilingual glossary man-
agement tool developed for Windows, 
aiming to be used during simultaneous 
interpreting and while translating. It 
offers support for multilingual glossa-
ries (English, German, Spanish, Italian 
and French), and its main purpose is 
to consult terminology rapidly while 
interpreting in a booth. The Interpreter’s 
Wizard is a free iPad application capable 
of managing bilingual glossaries in a 
booth. It is a simple, fast and easy-to-
use application that helps the interpreter 
to search and visualize terminology in 
seconds.

Unit converters could also prove 
beneficial to interpreters familiarizing 
themselves with new terminology mea-
sures such as temperature, distance, 
currency, speed and so on. ConvertUnits 
and OnlineConversion are two illustra-
tive samples. Both seem to be quite com-
prehensive, providing online conversion 
calculators for all types of measurement 
units. Apart from this, interpreters can 
also find conversion tables for the 
International System of Units, as well 
as calculators and converters. For Win-
dows, there’s Convert, and for Mac OS X, 
there’s Converto. These are two free and 
easy-to-use unit conversion programs 
that convert the most popular units. 
There are also several mobile applica-
tions that can be used, such as Convert 
Units for Free and Units for iOS devices, 
or Unit Converter and ConvertPad for 
Android devices.
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Finally, corpora and corpus manage-
ment tools have proven most beneficial 
for interpreters as a device to speed up 
the preparation phase and to improve 
the quality of the input. A corpus can 
provide vast amounts of domain expert 
knowledge and accurate terminological 
and phraseological information in an 
efficient, effortless and inexpensive way.

Note-taking applications
Consecutive interpreters use a specific 

system of taking notes to retrieve part of 
their source speech understanding from 
memory while minimizing their processing 
effort. This supporting technique is usually 
performed manually (pen and paper) and 
will continue in this manner for many 
years to come. However, as more and more 
interpreters are turning to mobile devices 
to take notes, it is only natural that those 
devices become the favorite note-taking 
and ubiquitous capture tool on the go. 

Evernote is a very dynamic and use-
ful tool to keep more effective notes. It 

allows us to create an agenda note for 
each event, including any file, snapshot 
of a handwritten note, audio message, 
webpage, PDF or Microsoft document. 
Evernote can also be used to work in a 
team, to keep event agendas in a shared 
business notebook so everyone can 
access the details of upcoming events, 
and to review action items that result 
from these events. With Evernote every-
thing is shareable and accessible across 
all platforms. Inkeness is also a useful 
tool to write down ideas, take notes and 
make sketches. Penultimate is similar, 
but, in addition, it allows the organiza-
tion of notes in notebooks. Inkeness and 
Penultimate are only available for iPad 
devices, and both enable sharing through 
Evernote and by e-mail. LectureNotes 
and PenSupremacy are two similar 
applications for Android. My BIC Notes 
is an application specially designed for 
Android and iOS tablets. This application 
provides a set of tools for holding notes, 
drawing quick ideas or even doodles. In 

addition, it offers the functionality of 
adding sticky notes with personalized 
text, pictures and geometric shapes to 
the notes then printing them or sharing 
them with others via e-mail.

Along the same line, there is a com-
puter-assisted tool for semiautomation 
of note-taking in consecutive interpret-
ing that Aneta Rafajlovska discusses in 
her paper Natural Language Processing 
Approach for Macedonian-French and 
Macedonian-English Interpreting based 
on Oral Sociopolitical Corpora. This 
application provides a keyword with the 
most frequent symbols used by consecu-
tive interpreters, which are linked to two 
ad hoc parallel dictionaries (Macedo-
nian/English and Macedonian/French). 
By using the keyword, consecutive 
interpreters can take the same notes as 
they could on paper, but then they can 
also convert those notes into a readable 
message and save it for future reference.

Finally, digital pens appear to be 
the answer to the demand for dynamic 
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technology capable of synchronizing 
writing with ambient sound. Today 
these pens use real ink and write on real 
paper. Sky Wifi Smartpen, Echo Smart-
pen and Livescribe 3 commercialized by 
Livescribe, Inc., and the Equil JOT are 
just some examples of smart digital pens. 
These four pens are capable of linking 
the written notes with ambient sound 

and uploading them to a computer over 
Bluetooth, wireless or USB. Additionally, 
the provided software can be used to 
fully exploit the OCR capabilities of the 
pen and, for example, build glossaries. 
Another advantage of digital pens is the 
freedom to focus on listening and partici-
pating instead of worrying about catching 
every word during an event.

Voice recording and 
interpreter training
There are currently a number of 

applications that allow voice recording 
for training practice. Useful applications 
for managing text and audio files are 
GoodReader and Documents. Both tools 
allow the organization, annotation and 
synchronization of files of text, images, 
sound or video. They are available for 
iOS devices. Applications with a dual 
function are Audacity, Adobe Audition, 
AudioNote, Notability, QuickVoice, Voice 
Dictation and Voice Pro, among others. 
Besides voice recording, they allow the 
conversion into several audio formats, 
editing and quality improvement. Some 
of these tools provide interesting func-
tionalities. For example, AudioNote, 
developed for multiple platforms (Win-
dows, Mac OS X, Android and iOS) and 
Notability, for iOS, are interesting note-
taking applications. Both are simple but 
powerful tools that combine the func-
tionality of a notepad with voice recorder 
— a perfect choice for interpreters requir-
ing a tool to synchronize text, drawings, 
photos or handwritten notes with audio.

Simpler but equally useful, Voice Dic-
tation for iOS and Voice Pro for Android 
are two examples of easy-to-use voice rec-
ognition applications. Instead of typing, 
both applications use the microphone to 
convert audio notes to text automatically.

Text-to-speech apps for iPad can also 
be successfully applied to teaching and 
improving language skills. For example, 
Speak it!, Web Reader HD, Voice Dream 
Reader, Voxdox and Talk allow users 
to listen to words, texts and e-mails in 
several languages and formats. They are 
also available for Mac OS X, Windows, 
iOS and Android.

Finally, there is a very limited set of 
integrated tools that assist interpreters 
during their services or when training. 
Black Box is a computer-assisted inter-
preter training tool designed to help 
interpreters work with a range of differ-
ent materials (texts, audio, video and dif-

ferent types of exercises) and store their 
results for later review. It can be used to 
practice in different ways: either by inter-
preting some audio or video clips or by 
doing some practical interpreting exer-
cises, such as shadowing, cloze exercises 
or sight translation. It also allows teachers 
to edit and break down video and audio 
recordings to create different exercises 
and adapt authentic conference materials 
to the students’ levels of expertise. Black 
Box can be considered a suitable training 
workbench for trainee interpreters. 

Other web-based environments have 
recently been created along similar 
lines. InterpretaWeb and Linkterpreting 
provide interpreters and students with 
a wide range of exercises, and complete 
speeches to practice simultaneous and 
consecutive interpreting, along with 
information resources and news related 
to interpreting. These websites are of 
great use to students and for novice 
interpreters who are willing to practice 
and improve their interpreting skills.

 
Conclusion
Technology tools open up a new world 

of possibilities for interpreters. This paper 
has presented an overview of tools and 
applications available for interpret-
ing practice and training. Although the 
number of these technologies is growing 
fast due to an increasing interest toward 
interpreters’ needs, they are still insuffi-
cient and unable to fulfil all the necessary 
requirements. There is an urgent need to 
develop technologies that automate the 
process, increase the productivity and 
ease the labor-intensive activities of an 
interpreter (either in the preparation stage, 
before their interpreting service or during 
it). A next step in the right direction could 
be to gather detailed information to better 
ascertain interpreters’ technology aware-
ness and real needs in order to design new 
tools and improve existing ones.  M
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LLanguage technology is becoming increas-
ingly important as organizations try to deal with 
the explosion of digital content and increasing 
demands for localized versions of this content. 
Fifteen years ago organizations that published 
content in more than ten languages were con-
sidered to be unusual, and those that dealt with 
more than 50 could probably have been counted 
on one hand. Today, however, it is not uncom-
mon for organizations to produce content in 
dozens of languages, and increasing numbers 
are now dealing with in excess of 200 languages 
to one extent or another.

This large-scale change has driven interest in language tech-
nology because the human-oriented approach that worked well 
when FIGS (French, Italian, German and Spanish) was consid-
ered sufficient for international business have difficulty scaling 
to deal with 50 or 100 languages. Additional factors driving the 
shift include the rising importance of user-generated content 
and social media; the need for multilingual business intelli-
gence; and the exponential increase in the volume of content 
that has been enabled through digital technologies.

The translation and localization industry has long used tech-
nology in the form of translation memory (TM) and terminol-
ogy management systems, but for a variety of reasons it has not 

embraced other forms as readily. Most language technologies 
today have been deployed as monolingual applications without 
the multilingual support required by translators.

Machine translation (MT) is currently the best-known exam-
ple to the public at large, driven largely by the success of free 
services pioneered by AltaVista’s Babelfish and then made truly 
mainstream by Google Translate. The translation and localiza-
tion community’s acceptance of MT for production purposes has 
been considerably more reluctant and cautious, but even here 
it is making significant inroads. This increasing acceptance is 
leading to more interest in other types of language tech, such as 
grammar checking, personal assistants (such as Siri or Google 
Now) or opinion mining.

Considering just MT for the moment, it is no secret that 
it has not always lived up to the claims of proponents, some 
of whom have been predicting for at least the last 50 years 
that near-human translation quality is always just ten to fif-
teen years away. However, in the last decade, more and more 
organizations have embraced MT as a pragmatic way to help 
meet their translation requirements, often in combination with 
human translation and post-editing.

MT is currently at a crux: existing technologies have deliv-
ered great rewards, but their rate of progress has slowed as they 
have matured. This is not to say that technologies such as statis-
tical machine translation (SMT) have played out, but rather that 
the “easy” gains in productivity and quality have been made 
and further improvements will require increasing amounts of 
effort. Many of the advances in recent years have come from 
combining various approaches and tools to take advantage of 
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the strengths each has to offer. Examples 
of such combinations include hybrid MT 
systems (that combine the deep linguistic 
knowledge of rule-based systems with 
statistical systems’ ability to learn from 
existing translations) and systems that 
integrate TM, terminology management 
and MT into translation cockpits run by 
human translators.

Where MT has continued to have 
trouble, however, is in matching the 
quality expectations set by human trans-
lators. Although many human translators 
use MT output as a reference in their 
translations, MT is alternately treated as 
a source of jokes and as an existential 
threat by many translators. At a recent 
international translation conference, 
developers of MT in particular were 
publicly compared to the “makers of the 
atomic bomb” for trying to take away 
translators’ livelihoods. But setting such 
hyperbolic comments aside, it is clear 
that large amounts of content presently 
go untranslated because it is not cost- or 
time-effective to use human translators, 
especially when it is impossible to predict 
in advance what content will be needed 
when and by whom.

Other language technology applica-
tions have the potential to contribute 
significantly to the quality and success of 
MT, but so far many of them have been 
implemented only in standalone applica-

tions, often developed and maintained 
as research tools. This lack of interoper-
ability has proved to be a barrier to inte-
grating these tools, as production users 
seldom have the expertise needed to take 
often poorly documented open-source 
projects and combine them. However, the 
recent development of the Internation-
alization Tag Set (ITS) 2.0 specification 
provides one way for tools to interact in 
a standards-based approach that does not 
require users to hard code workflows by 
adapting software to every use case.

These issues are especially critical in the 
European Union (EU), with 24 official lan-
guages, 38 recognized minority languages 
and substantial communities speaking 
other non-European immigrant languages. 
Because EU law requires that EU citizens 
be able to communicate with their govern-
ment in the official language(s) of their 
countries and that they be able to access 
the law in those languages, the EU invests 
huge sums of money in translation.

As META-NET’s recent study 
“Europe’s Languages in the Digital Age” 
pointed out, despite this investment, at 
least 21 European languages face the 
real possibility of “digital extinction.” 
With little or no language technology 
development, speakers of many of these 
languages find themselves unable to 
communicate using their own languages 
and are forced to use foreign languages 

(usually English) or to stay silent. In 
addition, the discussion about issues of 
pan-European concern remains largely 
separated into language communities. 
As a result, there is lively debate among 
French speakers about the role of nuclear 
power in the post-Fukushima world, and 
German speakers have similar discus-
sions, but they are not speaking with 
each other unless they engage with each 
other in English. But what are mono-
lingual speakers of Basque or Maltese 
to do? If they are to take their place as 
equals in global society, they will require 
the assistance of integrated language 
technology that goes beyond just MT.

High-quality MT
In the last decades, translation quality 

has emerged as a major business issue 
for international businesses. Because so 
much of an organization’s public image 
depends on the quality of the text they 
produce, they all claim to want the 
highest quality. Unfortunately, “quality” 
itself has been an elastic concept that 
often amounts to subjective and highly 
variable impressions from individuals. A 
joint survey conducted by the EC-funded 
QTLaunchPad project and the Global-
ization and Localization Association 
(GALA)  revealed that over 60% of lan-
guage service provider (LSP) respondents 
either used an internal quality model 
or had no (formal) quality model at all. 
These results show that we, as an indus-
try, still lack any systematic approach to 
the quality question.

Laying aside the problem of a uni-
versal quality definition for a moment, 
Europe is the region where the lack 
of fast, affordable quality translation 
hurts most. Although MT systems keep 
improving, as can be observed in the 
performance increase of popular, freely 
available online translation services, their 
output is generally unusable for almost all 
outbound translation demands, and often 
now even as a source for cost-effective 
post-editing.

The problem is that most current 
translation services follow a one-size-fits-
all-approach. Commercial LSPs and large 
institutional users of MT instead need to 
be able to tune MT effectively and at low 
cost to their production requirements. 
They need automatic tools to recognize 
MT output in at least three categories:

■■ MT output that can be used as 
is. Such output may not be perfect, 
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but instead meets requirements and 
specifications.

■■ MT output that can easily be fixed to 
meet specifications (such as post-editable 
content). 

■■ MT output that should be dis-
carded. In many cases it is faster and 
more efficient to translate from scratch 
rather than to post-edit bad MT output.

When tools are able to identify these 
quality groupings for a variety of sce-
narios, rather than providing a generic 
score for a large batch of translations; 
delivering entire texts of unknown qual-
ity to readers; or expecting humans to 
post-edit all content, then the tools can 
work with humans to leverage their 
strengths. Such strengths include resolv-
ing the meaning of difficult passages; 
translating expressions not previously 
seen by statistical implementations; or 
translating texts where artistry or careful 
attention to nuance is needed.

By focusing on how humans interact 
with MT output, the QTLaunchPad con-
sortium is advocating for a paradigm 
shift. Instead of simply adjusting exist-
ing MT systems to produce marginally 
better results, it calls for a novel, human-
centric approach to MT. This approach 
systematically addresses the goal of 
producing quality translations and takes 
into account the needs and priorities 
of LSPs, translators and requesters of 
translations. To pave the way toward a 
human-centric high-quality MT para-
digm, the QTLaunchPad consortium has 
cooperated with stakeholder organiza-
tions such as GALA, Fédération Inter-
nationale des Traducteurs (FIT) and LSPs 
to develop tools and technologies that 
support this vision:

■■ The QuEst system provides fully 
automatic assessment of translation qual-
ity. Such assessment can be conceived of 
as a rough equivalent to the match rates 
that TM systems use to indicate how 
close a match is to what has already been 
translated and can guide translators in 
decisions about whether to accept, post-
edit or reject sentences.

■■ Improvements to the open-source 
translate5 tool for editing and reviewing 
translations.

■■ An extension of the META-SHARE 
language technology exchange reposi-
tory for MT research and development. 

■■ The Multidimensional Quality Met-
rics (MQM) system for assessing quality 
with accompanying tools (such as a 
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translation quality score card and an 
implementation within translate5).

The last item addresses the long-
running disconnect between various 
one-size-fits-all systems for assessing 
translation quality. Rather than imposing 
yet another list of errors that all transla-
tions must avoid, MQM works within a 
framework defined by the ISO/TS-11669 
standard to link quality assessment to 
translation requirements defined at the 
earliest stages of the translation process. 
It builds on existing specifications, such 
as SAE J2450 and the LISA quality assur-
ance model, to create a flexible model 
for defining quality metrics, which vary 
to meet specific needs (see Figure 1). 
By using a shared framework, users can 
compare their results and tune them to 
their needs rather than being forced to 
use a generic model that may or may 
not apply. It also addresses issues in 
both source and target texts to allow the 
causes of problems to be identified and 
fixed.

MQM was developed to address both 
human and MT and bring them both 
under one set of quality metrics. While 
MQM will not replace MT metrics such 
as BLEU and METEOR, it is currently 
being used to drive research in the qual-

ity barriers that impact MT to identify 
those factors that help differentiate qual-
ity translations from those that are not 
usable. For example, it has helped iden-
tify certain grammatical features that are 
of particular concern and that correlate 
most strongly to human assessments of 
quality. The focus of this research has 
been on high-quality and “almost good” 
translations. Here it is enabling research 
rather different from traditional MT 
research, which has tended to emphasize 
quality improvements at the low end of 
the quality spectrum. The QTLaunchPad 
project is currently in the process of 
releasing MQM to the GALA CRISP pro-
gram, where it will be maintained and 
developed by the industry as a free and 
open specification.

A second project, QTLeap, is focusing 
on improving MT by providing better 
integration between SMT methods and 
deep linguistic knowledge. SMT systems 
seem to have reached a point where it 
is difficult to achieve further quality 
improvements in a purely data-driven 
way. Despite widespread recognition of 
the advantages that linguistic knowledge 
can add to statistical methods, there 
has been a relative deficit in principled 
research in this direction. This lack of 

research is partially due to the fact that 
SMT systems that focus on the textual 
surface with little linguistic knowledge 
have done comparably well to this point. 
But theoretically, systems that focus on 
structure and meaning should be able to 
deliver better results and be less sensi-
tive to the particularities of individual 
languages.

In order to pave the way for higher-
quality MT, the goal of QTLeap is to 
deliver an articulated methodology that 
explores deeper, more semantic language 
engineering approaches such as using 
the sophisticated formal grammars that 
have become available in recent years. 
This new approach is further supported 
by progress in lexical processing that 
has been made possible by enhanced 
techniques for referential and conceptual 
ambiguity resolution, and supported by 
new types of datasets recently developed 
as linked open data. In order to ensure 
that the MT developments include per-
formance improvements in a realistic 
scenario, the project consortium includes 
a company in the process of making its 
PC help desk services multilingual. The 
goal is to have a monolingual helpdesk 
database and to machine translate user 
requests and answers from the database.

Figure 1: Two possible metrics defined by MQM. The top one, for legal translation, addresses style, ambiguity 
and legal requirements, among other features. The bottom one, for automated translation of an online help system, 
checks whether markup is processed correctly, whether text is truncated and whether cross-references are correct.
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Taken together, QTLaunchpad and 
QTLeap are pointing toward a new future 
in which MT takes the best of current 
developments and combines them into a 
human-centric approach.

Content analytics
Although translation is the most visible 

language technology application — because 
we immediately realize it when we cannot 
access a web page or enjoy a YouTube 
video in a foreign language — it is not the 
only application that impacts our industry. 
MT can be used only for content that is 
already known to be relevant, but cannot 
directly assist us in cases where we do not 
know that certain content is relevant. We 
are used to browsing through the first few 
hits on Google and other search engines 
in order to find answers to questions, but 
we are seldom aware of or care about the 
content we don’t find because we do not 
see it, especially if it is “hidden” in mul-
timedia content, database applications 
(the so-called “deep web”) that cannot be 
found through simple keyword searches, 
especially when multilingualism is a factor.

Thus we may miss the most relevant 
content simply because it is in another 
language that does not exist in a tex-
tual format. For example, someone in 
the Basque Country may be looking 
for particular information on nuclear 
energy policy in Europe but not find the 
information because it is in a German-
language YouTube video. Because such 
content will not be found, it will also 
generally not be translated. Similarly, if 
we have technical problems, the answers 
may exist in user forums, but finding the 
right answers from hundreds of incor-
rect, outdated or simply irrelevant search 
results is already a significant problem, 
even before different languages are fac-
tored in.

The answers to some of these difficul-
ties can be found in recent developments 
in content analytics, a set of technologies 
for making sense of data. This definition 
is as broad as the diverse set of appli-
cation scenarios that content analytics 
applies: sentiment analysis, business 
intelligence, opinion mining, intelligent 
web search and many others.

There are some basic technologies 
that are common to all content analytics 
applications. Named entity recognition 
helps to identify unique concepts and 
allows for disambiguation (“Paris” the 
city vs. “Paris” the mythological figure). 
Relation extraction identifies relations 
between entities (the city “Paris” is 
located in the country “France”).

The actual implementation needed for 
content analytics technology is often quite 
language specific. It is no surprise that 
technology support for English is predom-
inant. One current challenge in content 
analytics is to make such implementations 
available for a wide range of languages.

More and more multimedia content is 
being created on the web, which leads 
to another challenge: current content 
analysis technologies and implementa-
tions are largely limited to working with 
textual data. These tools will need to be 
enhanced to cover non-textual content 
such as audio. For example, consider 
the query, “find me all movies with kiss 
scenes at the end.” So far no video on 
demand portal has such information 

Figure 2: A small but increasing percentage of online linked data is identified specifically by language and multilingual sets.
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available, but content analytics can 
help create it. Since the quality of audio 
or video analysis is still rather limited, 
multimedia content analytics also rely 
on textual information available, such as 
subtitles and closed captions.

It now becomes clear that for improv-
ing multilingual and multimedia content 
analytics, one needs information about 

the content. More and more structured 
data sources are currently being cre-
ated, without necessarily having content 
analytics in mind. A prominent example 
is Wikipedia’s infoboxes. These provide 
structured information that can serve 
as seed information to improve content 
analytics. Wikipedia is also useful since 
it provides links between languages. In 

this way, it can build the path to truly 
multilingual content analytics.

Other structured and partially also 
multilingual knowledge resources that 
are relevant to content analytics include 
Freebase, the Wikipedia-based Wikidata 
effort and BabelNet. In terms of linked 
data, a cloud of more and more data sets 
is being created, and a growing (although 
still rather small) portion of this linked 
data is multilingual.

The main challenge for realizing the 
opportunities for content analytics and 
linked data is that, so far, the relevant 
communities are not aware of each other. 
Language experts have multilingual data 
available in various forms, such as lexi-
cons, term bases and TMs. Linked data 
specialists create structured data out of 
resources such as Wikipedia, resulting in 
DBpedia, the linked-data counterpart to 
the resources created by language spe-
cialists. Finally, providers or consumers 
of multilingual and multimedia content 
may have ideas about requirements for 
processing multimedia items, but are 
generally not aware of the possibilities 
that content analytics may give them.

In all these cases, different groups 
are facing the same issues in different 
ways. Language specialists don’t know 
how to convert data into multilingual 
linked data since established approaches 
to achieve this conversion do not exist 
yet. Linked data specialists, on the other 
hand, are generally unaware of the 
requirements imposed by multilingual 
data and often design systems that do 
not work properly with it. In any event, 
there are not yet many content analytics 
applications that make use of linked data 
in the way described here.

Linked data and multilingual/multi-
media content analytics is the core topic 
of the LIDER project (http://lider-project.
eu/). LIDER will build the path toward a 
linked-data cloud of linguistic informa-
tion to support content analytics tasks 
in unstructured multilingual cross-media 
content. The LIDER consortium consists 
of key research groups in the realm of 
both language technologies and linked 
data. With input from various industries, 
LIDER is creating a roadmap around 
industry-focused content analytics use 
cases with a view toward defining needed 
research steps. To ensure that it gathers 
input from a range of communities, LID-
ER’s outreach and dissemination efforts 
are taking place via the World Wide Web 

Figure 3: Language technology has the potential to unlock the European
Single Digital Market by lowering language barriers, creating the second largest

online market, with benefit for business both within and outside of Europe.
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Consortium (W3C) and its Multilingual-
Web initiative. This initiative has proven 
highly successful in bringing together 
diverse groups of people interested in 
multilingual issues.

Developing language 
technologies 
In an effort to combat Europe’s lin-

guistic fragmentation and to support the 
goals of the European Commission toward 
a single digital market, the EU funded the 
development of META-NET, comprised of 
60 research centers in 34 European coun-
tries dedicated to the technological foun-
dations of a multilingual, inclusive and 
innovative European society. META-NET 
created the Multilingual Europe Technol-
ogy Alliance (META), with more than 750 
organizations.

META-NET worked to support mono-
lingual, crosslingual and multilingual 
technology support for all European 
languages (Figure 3). The future paths 
laid out in its Strategic Research Agenda 

(SRA) for Multilingual Europe 2020 are 
connected to application scenarios that 
will provide European research and 
development with the ability to compete 
with other markets and subsequently 
achieve benefits for European society and 
citizens as well as opportunities for the 
European economy. Two themes focus 
upon core technologies and resources for 
Europe’s languages and a European ser-
vice platform for language technologies.

The goal of many of these projects 
and currently planned actions is to turn 
META-NET’s joint vision into reality and 
enable large-scale opportunities for the 
whole continent.

An important aspect of META-NET’s 
suggestions centers around the idea of 
providing high-quality translingual tech-
nologies instead of focusing on tools for 
gist translation. Projects are already work-
ing actively on the topic by systematically 
identifying barriers for quality translation 
and pushing their boundaries. In addi-
tion, META-NET has worked to lower the 

barriers to access for current language 
technology applications and resources 
through META-SHARE, an online portal 
that provides access to these resources. 

After years of development in discon-
nected projects, language technolgy is 
finally being adopted by users around 
the world to meet their requirements for 
access to content and to interact around 
the world. While there is still a long way 
to go, a variety of developments, many 
of them centered in Europe, are starting 
to break through the barriers. As new 
projects appear, the shift is toward a user-
centric perspective and toward adoption 
and integration.  M
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Post-editing MT: 
Is it worth a discount?

Alessandro Cattelan

MMachine translation (MT) is undeniably an 
amazing, albeit controversial, technology. At 
times, its poor performance and errors in deal-
ing with ambiguous texts make us chuckle; 
other times, MT output is so unintelligible that 
it leaves us puzzled. 
Nevertheless, internet users love MT and are using it to a 

great extent. Interestingly enough, however, while over 200 
million web users use MT from Google Translate alone every 
month, only a few translators and language service providers 
admit to using it for their work. Professional translators often 
point to how it actually reduces translation quality and pro-
ductivity. Such reasoning, however, is often based on anecdotal 
evidence and on using the wrong approach when it comes to 
integrating MT in the professional translation workflow.

We have been using MT extensively for many years, and are 
currently using it for light post-editing (around 10% of Trans-
lated.net’s turnover) and for over 50% of our standard transla-
tion projects where it is used as an extra suggestion along with 
translation memories (TMs). While constantly exploring new 
ways to further integrate MT in all of our processes, we are 
developing software to make it the standard suggestion source 
in computer-aided translation (CAT) tools. 

Software alone, however, is not enough to guarantee that 
MT will turn out to be successful in the translation workflow. 

There are other factors to bear in mind, among which is whether 
translators are willing to use MT and how such technology 
affects their productivity and income. We tend to assume that 
using MT results in savings for customers and lower rates for 
professional translators. However, this is not always true and it 
seems that we still need to understand whether it makes sense 
to apply discounts for MT post-editing both for customers and 
translators and, if so, to what extent.

MT and translation providers
The translation industry has not proven too keen on adopt-

ing MT on a wide scale and many professionals in the industry 
still dismiss it as a laughable, mostly useless technology and 
refuse to adopt it for their work — or do they?

In fact, translators are probably not as disapproving and 
opposed to MT as it would appear by reading the comments that 
are so often published in online public forums. Observing the 
success that the MyMemory SDL Trados plug-in had combining 
MT and collaborative TMs, it seems that translators are actually 
quite willing to use MT — at least, when such technology is well 
integrated and not imposed on them, and when they can reap 
the benefits of using it.

Professional translators, language service providers (LSPs) 
and clients alike clearly understand that MT can prove an 
effective means to improve productivity and therefore reduce 
turnaround times and translation costs. Sure, one could debate 
whether MT should indeed be used in any translation project or 
whether it should be restricted to specific projects. Yet the deci-
sion on whether to adopt MT usually boils down to one simple 
question: assuming that the desired quality level is guaranteed 
and that the processes allow for the use of such technology, will 
MT improve translators’ productivity?

MT quality is not always predictable. It depends on a number 
of factors related to linguistic and technological issues: some lan-
guage pairs are inherently more difficult than others to translate 
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via MT, while for some other languages 
or domains there are not enough training 
data to build an effective MT engine. This 
results in an inconsistent effort required 
by translators in order to produce a 
translation starting from MT output. As a 
consequence, there is no one-size-fits-all 
approach to setting translators’ and cli-
ents’ rates for projects where MT is used.

Translated.net carried out a first 
attempt to solve the problem through an 
analysis of the purchase order acceptance 
rate when offering an MT post-editing 
option. During this experiment, we sent 
out purchase orders offering two options: 
translators could either be paid their full 
per word rate for a 1,000 word transla-
tion starting from scratch or the same 
rate for a lower number of weighted 
words, such as 700 (1,000 raw words - 
300 words discount due to MT matches 
= 700 words), for post-editing MT output. 
We started offering 500 weighted words 
and slightly increased the number of 
words paid for the post-editing job until 
over 75% of translators were opting for 
the post-editing job over the standard 
translation job.

The number that prompted translators 
to switch to post-editing varied depend-
ing on the language pairs: for English 
to French and English to Italian, it was 
around 730 words — which meant that MT 
matches allowed the translator to achieve 
a 27% discount. The opposite happened 
with English to German, where the num-
ber had to be increased up to 1,100 words. 
If we wanted our translators to accept 
post-editing jobs in this language pair, 
we actually would have had to pay them 
more than for a standard translation. 

This approach to defining the appro-
priate rate for post-editing jobs is quite 
fair as it gives translators full control 
over the best way to increase their pro-
ductivity. However, it was only effective 
as a means to empirically understand 
how much MT was helping translators, 
but proved unfeasible for broader imple-
mentation. A more practical and usable 
way to measure how much MT improves 
productivity was needed.

Defining productivity
Defining whether MT would be useful 

in a specific project and to what extent 
it would reduce the turnaround times 
and costs is indeed a delicate task. Some 
research has been carried out on the 
subject, and a number of metrics have 

been proposed with the goal of predict-
ing the quality of machine translation 
for a given project and hence the useful-
ness of MT. However, the key relevant 
element for all stakeholders involved 
is productivity as related to the actual 
effort to produce the desired output, be it 
a ready to publish translation or a “good 
enough” post-edited text.

Productivity can be expressed in 
terms of two performance indicators:

■■ Time to edit: the average number 
of words processed by the translator in a 
given timespan.

■■ Post-editing effort: the average 
percentage of word changes applied by 
the translator on the matches provided.

The first indicator directly expresses 
the time labor required by the transla-
tors, and hence improvements on this 
figure are directly related to cost sav-
ings. The second indicator measures the 
quality of the matches provided by the 
TM and MT. This corresponds to com-
puting a distance score between matches 
provided by the system and the post-
edited version submitted by the user. The 
indicator is indeed an estimate of the 
percentage of edit operations performed 
in the whole set of translated segments.

The ability to understand to what 
extent MT can increase productivity 
allows the identification of when such 
technology can be integrated into stan-
dard TM tools. Measuring productivity 
using the abovementioned performance 
indicators requires the collection of a 
large amount of data from real translation 
projects that have leveraged MT. In order 
to reliably measure productivity gains 
and collect post-editing data, specific 
technologies are required to record the 
translators’ editing patterns and interac-
tions with the software during transla-
tion, and the time needed to perform a 
given post-editing job. Together with the 
research organization Fondazione Bruno 
Kessler, the University of Le Mans and 
the University of Edinburgh, Translated.
net is working on MateCat, a European 
Union funded project that has among its 
goals the development of an enhanced 
web-based CAT tool integrating new MT 
functionalities.

The MateCat tool is an enterprise level 
CAT tool that can be used in real transla-
tion projects to collect information on the 
editing patterns and time to edit of each 
segment post-edited or translated by pro-
fessional translators. It is able to collect:

■■ Matches provided by the TM server 
(if any) with their relative quality match.

■■ Matches provided by the MT engine 
(if any) with their relative quality match.

■■ Target segments edited by the 
translator.

■■ Time taken to edit each segment 
(measured by adding the time used to 
perform multiple edits on the same 
segment).

■■ Post-editing effort measured by 
the word edit distance between the first 
match provided and the final translation.

The information is displayed in real 
time on a web interface and is also avail-
able in a CSV file, which allows for in-
depth analysis of the results of each field 
test. Such data can then be analyzed to 
draw up statistics on the performance, 
and hence predict the usefulness of 
machine translation in specific language 
pairs and domains.

We believe that MT will become the 
predominant technology for production 
and that it will be integrated with cur-
rent TM technology, so as to be used in 
the broadest range of projects. To this 
day, however, there are still no industry 
standards or common practices on a fair 
payment scheme for post-editing jobs, as 
there are for translation jobs where TM is 
used. Current CAT tools do not integrate 
the time-to-edit or post-editing effort 
measurements to allow for a fair and 
effective MT quality evaluation. 

Translated.net is approaching the 
problem by developing technologies to 
measure the average time-to-edit in post-
editing projects so as to understand what 
is to be expected in terms of productivity 
improvements from adopting MT. This will 
eventually provide a solid basis of statisti-
cal data to draw up accurate payment and 
cost schemes. Our initial results show that 
post-editing data rich and morphologi-
cally simple languages, such as English, 
French, Italian and Spanish, require an 
effort comparable to fixing a 75-99% TM 
fuzzy match (and by consequence would 
be paid about 60% of the full rate for new 
translations). Morphologically rich lan-
guages such as German and Czech do not 
appear to allow room for any discounts.

As of today, however, the available 
quality metrics and tools do not help much 
in predicting whether, and to what extent, 
MT is useful for translation providers and 
buyers alike. An open discussion with 
translators and customers still seems to be 
the only viable solution for LSPs.  M
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Cloud security for SaaS 
translation providers

Shannon Zimmerman

WWe don’t have to go far to find someone 
affected by, and justly concerned with, the ongo-
ing news blitz surrounding Edward Snowden’s 
security leaks. From those of us worried about 
our stored customer account information on 
consumer websites to multibillion dollar enter-
prise organizations worried about exposed sensi-
tive data, the notion of cloud-based data security 
is on a lot of minds lately. At the same time, the 
lure of cloud computing — stemming from ease 
of management and scalability — has resulted in 
more than 90% of all organizations at least dis-
cussing cloud use in 2013, up from 75% one year 
prior, according to a survey by Symantec.
Of course, in the language services industry we’re handling 

extremely sensitive and confidential client data every day. We 
are responsible for countless gigabytes of it in various forms: 
translation memory (TM) files, terminology bases and moun-
tains of source content including proprietary information. This 
places the language services vendor that offers cloud-based 
software as a service (SaaS) front and center in the discussion 
around cloud security. 

One of the most important areas we address with clients is 
how secure our data storage and systems infrastructure are, 
both cloud-based and physical storage. Enterprise organiza-

tions expect the same level of sophistication that their own 
operations run on. At the same time, we have to acknowledge 
today’s increasingly common attitude of circumspection around 
cloud-hosted data. 

Even though cloud security seems to have made its way into 
the common consciousness, companies that are seeking transla-
tion management system technologies don’t always think to 
address the issue when comparing vendors. For that reason, 
it’s valuable to point out the steps that the more tech-forward 
language service providers are taking to ensure reliable cloud-
based translation technology.

Security concerns can lead to lost clients 
Whether or not a company can trust a vendor to protect its 

sensitive data from prying eyes can make or break a business 
relationship. We recently had a situation in which an enterprise-
level organization came to us, reeling from a previous vendor’s 
lack of system security. The company learned belatedly that the 
language service provider (LSP) had been storing clients’ TMs 
on a public file transfer protocol site. This led to all of the LSP’s 
clients having access to one another’s TMs. As just about any-
one would agree, sharing intellectual property doesn’t exactly 
lend itself to gaining a competitive edge.

Naturally, our early talks with this company included how 
to make sure that this kind of unintentional data sharing never 
happens again. This frustrating and alarming experience led to 
the decision to pack up and move on. Not all translation ser-
vice providers with cloud-accessible software follow the same 
standards, but many do abide by common best practices. From 
a client perspective, it’s critical to find out as much as possible 
about a potential vendor’s security system. After all, no one 
wants to be in the position of realizing too late that his or her 
data has been compromised.

Thus, it’s always a good idea to ask as many questions as 
possible when evaluating a vendor’s translation technology, 
especially regarding how it’s hosted. Many people are turned off 
initially by the term “cloud-based.” Because the phrase appears 

Shannon Zimmerman is cofounder and 
chief executive officer of Sajan, a global 
language services and technology provider.
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in countless news articles and gets tossed 
around with abandon, the actual mean-
ing and distinctions within it can some-
times become lost or hazy. Some might 
assume files are just floating out in the 
internet ether, unprotected and exposed. 
This isn’t necessarily true, and vendors 
are taking some security measures to 
guard against the data sharing liability I 
mentioned before.

A translation vendor with cloud-
based software doesn’t do itself any 
favors by not offering industry standard 
128-bit encryption for data transfers 
between itself and the client. However, 
it’s pretty rare for companies not to 
take this commonplace precaution. It’s 
a way to prevent unauthorized inter-
ception of data during the file transfer 
process. While this may seem like com-
mon knowledge, and even a given that 
a translation company has this in place, 
not every translation buyer knows to ask 
about it. 

Saying a system is accessible from 
just about anywhere sounds very appeal-
ing. But the initial feeling of intrigue 
can turn into wariness if a potential 
client views that from the perspective of 
vulnerability (“does that mean anyone 
can tap into it from anywhere in the 
world?”). This is where controls and 
credentials come into play.

Accessibility isn’t worth very much on 
its own without the ability to control who 
accesses what. Role-based accounts pro-
vide for greater security because it serves 
as a gateway for everyone who might 
touch the translation process, from lin-
guists to project managers. Each system 
user is set up with a profile that lays out 
what he or she can see within a transla-
tion management system, for instance. 

In the coming months, we will likely 
see heightened sophistication with how 
much these role-based accounts can be 
fine-tuned. Some providers of cloud-
based workflow technologies are work-
ing on getting more detailed with who 
can access what information once logged 
in to the system — such as translation 
project requestors in a given department 
only having access to certain types of 
projects.

One change we may see in particular 
is authenticator integration with other 
systems. In effect, it allows a user of 
another system to log in to a translation 
management system using his or her cre-
dentials for, say, the user’s organization’s 

intranet authenticator. The main benefit 
of this kind of login compatibility is that 
users don’t have to remember another 
password, in addition to the sheer con-
venience of it.

While not every translation buyer 
may request it, another important way 
for a vendor to demonstrate data secu-
rity is by offering up its cloud-based 
system for hacking. It’s considered a best 
practice for companies in our industry to 
put this on the table. Either the transla-
tion buyer or a third party can attempt 
to physically hack the system, the results 
of which can quickly determine whether 
it’s up to the organization’s standards. 
One of our clients asked to do this when 
they were first getting familiar with our 
solution and found that our security 
infrastructure even exceeded their own.

It’s also a wise practice for a SaaS 
vendor to have a third party perform 
penetration testing. We do this every 
year as a matter of course. The exter-
nal company tries to figuratively scale 
the walls of our tools and break into 
our internal systems from the outside. 
During the process, they check for any 
vulnerabilities that require attention. For 
a potential client, it can be valuable to 
have access to these reports, which spell 
out how exactly the third party company 
conducted the tests and how it arrived at 
its results.

Frequent data backups also lend an 
extra measure of security — and reassur-
ance — for any companies that might be 
leery about cloud computing. While this 
is also standard across service provid-
ers, some clients may not be aware of 
the frequency of data backups and plans 
in place in the event that any security 
breaches or power losses occur. Daily 
information backups, both onsite and 
offsite, in addition to having another 
cloud-based server to push data onto, 
help ensure that client information 
won’t be subject to loss or theft. These 
are things we often educate buyers about 
if they have reservations about how the 
data is stored and protected online and 
offline.

Bringing cloud security 
down to earth
Does it take a veritable fortress of 

impermeability to ensure that client 
data won’t be compromised? Absolutely 
not. While cloud accessibility may seem 
inherently risky, we in the language 
services industry do have capabilities to 
lock down data, however it’s accessed 
and stored. I believe we will begin see-
ing even more sophisticated measures 
to strengthen the virtual gatekeeper 
for cloud-based systems, especially as 
investment in IT and software engineer-
ing increases.  M
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Dreams of better 
terminology tools

Tatiana Gornostay

TTerminology is at the very heart of our lin-
guistic landscape. In everything we do — fixing 
our cars, preparing meals, taking medication, 
even enjoying our hobbies — we come into con-
tact with specialized language units. In language 
science, these units are called terms. Terms are 
not just important for scientists or professional 
language workers; they play a significant role 
for all of us. By being more aware of terminol-
ogy and its evolution, we can take better care of 
the treasures of our language.
As language workers, we see that correct, consistent termi-

nology is becoming more important and complex than ever, 
thanks to the multilingual environment we live in. For instance, 
we have 24 official languages in the European Union. In many 
spheres of the linguistic landscape, texts must be translated in 
each of the official languages. Terminology is the key to making 
translation clear, consistent and precise. 

With the rise of web technologies and the boom in online 
data, we are also seeing a huge increase in the number of texts 
that need to be translated. This is putting pressure on profes-
sional translators, who form the backbone of the linguistic 
landscape. Multilingualism is an important heritage feature that 
we are all struggling to preserve; our task as language profes-
sionals is to support these efforts on a professional level. Of 

course, each translator has his or her own unique knowledge, 
for instance, of a specific subject field. A translator cannot be an 
expert in everything. Therefore, the way we organize our profes-
sional activities, as well as acquire and manage our knowledge, 
is supreme.

This thriving multilingualism is originally what led me to 
become interested in language science and to devote my life 
to terminology. During my childhood, growing up in a multi-
cultural family in the Ukraine, several languages always sur-
rounded me: Ukrainian, Polish, Belarusian, Russian and, a bit 
later, Latvian. Sometimes I got these languages mixed up, and I 
am still not sure which was my first — it was probably a mixture 
of languages. For precisely this reason, we always had a lot of 
dictionaries at home. I loved to compare words in them, leafing 
through the entries, and clearly recall how the thickly bound 
volumes sat in a row on a bookshelf in my family’s home. 

In today’s multilingual world, I’ve come to the realization 
(as have others in the language field) that we must take a 
new look at trends in terminology. We must think beyond the 
conventional praxis and static models that no longer fit user 
requirements. Changes are required, and innovation is being 
brought into focus to introduce novel patterns of language work. 
We need new tools to reflect, and to integrate, these profound 
changes into our terminology work. This raises a few questions, 
of course. What would our “dream” terminology tool or work-
station look like? How would it work?

First and foremost, a dream tool should be friendly to its 
user. A language worker uses various language tools. Text edi-
tors, spelling and grammar checkers, electronic dictionaries and 
databases, computer-assisted translation tools, machine trans-
lation systems, voice recognition devices — these have become 
indispensable tools in our professional life. It is important that 
we enjoy the tools we use and the way we communicate with 
them. We want the tool to be friendly, even exciting. The less 
time we spend on routine operations (for example, term extrac-
tion and lookup), the more we have for our core tasks.

Tatiana Gornostay is a terminology service 
manager at Tilde. She also works as a 
translator trainer and an English-Russian 
freelance translator. Tatiana received a PhD in 
computational linguistics in 2010 in St. Petersburg.
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Language workers can spend up to 
one-third of their time on terminology 
work. In some cases, terminology can 
consume an even greater share of their 
working time. A terminologist studies a 
concept and creates a term or identifies 
it in a text. A writer utilizes the term in 
the text he or she is creating, and must 
use terminology consistently to prevent 
contradictions. A translator communi-
cates the concept by means of a transla-
tion equivalent in a target language. Even 
two languages can pose a problem if your 
team is working with 24 official European 
languages. Without a doubt, a terminol-
ogy workstation should guarantee a col-
laborative work process, ensuring that a 
language worker is no longer alone in his 
or her task.

A dream terminology workstation 
would also save us time and money. 
Diligent terminology work is time-
consuming and therefore expensive. The 
more professionals make use of exist-
ing terminology, and the more they are 
involved in its elaboration, the higher the 
return on investment is. Conventional 
media for terminology work, such as 
desktop- and server-based tools, are not 
sufficient for engaging language workers 
of different profiles. Cloud-computing 
technology is one of the relatively recent 
revolutionary advances in information 
and communication technologies that 
allow for constructing flexible services. 
This is now becoming a novel pattern in 
language work.

Though a number of tools currently 
exist to support terminology work, there 
is no single solution that could cover all 
the major steps within a term life cycle, 
from identification to translation and fur-
ther exploitation in other language appli-
cations. Existing or available tools are not 
adjusted to new trends in terminology 
work. For example, few tools integrate 
facilities for corpus work, most tools have 
limited language coverage, few tools have 
sharing facilities and are adherent to ISO 
standards, and no tool is based on cloud 
computing.

A terminology as a service (TaaS) 
project presents a brand new solution 
that brings sophistication and advanced 
approaches to terminology work. It pro-
poses an automated approach to termi-
nology identification applying linguistic 
intelligence. One of the main advantages 
of the new terminology service model 
over other existing terminology extrac-

tion tools is its capability for processing 
languages with rich morphology. Other 
functionalities include translation lookup 
using major terminology resources (for 
example, EuroTermBank and IATE) and 
web data; facilities for collaborative 
terminology refinement and approval; 
export in popular formats used by the 
community, such as TBX (TermBase 
eXchange), CSV (comma-separated value) 
and TSV (tab-separated value); refine-
ment of raw monolingual and bilingual 
terminological data; and sharing and 
using the resulting terminology.

We foresee the necessity for an interop-
erable working environment supporting 
the evolution of the internet and emerg-
ing Web 3.0 technologies. It is therefore 
compulsory to implement standards that 
can be used to exchange terminological 
data between different applications and 
systems — for example, updated XML-
based standards that allow for interop-
erability with the Linked Open Data 
community. Thus terminological data will 
be an important part of the semantic web 
and will be accessible not only by typical 
terminological applications.

Enabling smaller languages 
in emerging markets
This new service model could be 

particularly beneficial for language 
professionals who work in emerging 

markets. Many of our emerging mar-
kets have smaller languages. These 
areas have to rely on even more trans-
lation tasks and volumes to make their 
voices resonate across the world. For 
example, here in Latvia, where I work, 
our language is spoken by just over 
one million people. Therefore, trans-
lation is the only way we can make 
our language heard across Europe. 
Likewise, we are constantly inundated 
with texts from the major languages — 
such as English, Russian and German 
— that need to be swiftly translated 
into Latvian. 

In these emerging markets, transla-
tion is often the way in which new ter-
minology enters the languages for the 
first time. Translators are thus endowed 
with a great responsibility: to intro-
duce terminology into their countries. 
The new TaaS terminology service is 
an effective solution for ensuring that 
the introduction of terminology is 
sound, consistent and logical, and that 
the same terms are chosen by a large 
number of translators. 

These developments for terminol-
ogy, and indeed for language as a 
whole, are something I could have 
only dreamed of as a language-loving 
child growing up back in the 1980s, 
leafing through those dusty dictionaries 
at my family home.  M
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Evolution of cloud-based 
translation memory

José Gambín

CCloud-based sharing of translation memories 
(TMs) has occurred at a much slower pace than 
we first expected when we started to learn about 
this technology, partially due to lackluster adop-
tion by freelancers. A previously unpublished 
survey answered by 1,302 participants was 
conducted in February through Proz.com, one 
of the major internet portals for professional 
translators, to document the topic from the lin-
guist’s perspective. Language service providers 
(LSPs) will need to make an effort to address 
their concerns if we want to keep working with 
the best translators on a cloud-based setup.

In the mid-1980s, we first found software whose main 
capacity was the creation of a database (or TM), fed with the 
work of human translators. Sharing of TMs has been happening 
since the very conception of computer-aided translation (CAT) 
tools and all company-level editions of this kind of software 
incorporated the ability of sharing databases over a local area 
network.

The idea of sharing TMs over the internet was the next logical 
step in the development of CAT tools, and from the beginning of 
this century, the first solutions connecting linguists through the 
internet entered the market. ForeignDesk from Lionbridge was 
one of the first solutions approaching this type of collaborative 
work. It was not based on a centralized TM, but instead it was 
a repository of projects on each linguist’s computer connecting 
to the rest of the team. Other pioneers were Telelingua with 
T-Remote, an add-on that was able to connect, for example, a 
Trados TM over the internet, and Logoport, a web service based 
on the software as a service (SaaS) model that connected team 
members to a central TM hosted at Logoport servers.

Today, ForeignDesk is an open source solution, thanks 
to the generosity of Lionbridge. T-Remote never had a real 
impact on the market and the company stopped its develop-
ment in 2005. Logoport was acquired in 2005 by the developer 
of ForeignDesk.

Idiom WorldServer had a modern and singular approach to 
online TM sharing. It incorporated two ways of sharing a TM. 
Firstly, connecting through a desktop application to a central 
TM; the singularity being that the central TM was not fed in real 
time. Translators received 100% and fuzzy segments on a local 
TM and were able to do a concordance search in the central TM. 
Team members could update the TM from time to time. This 
approach was designed to overcome the most important fac-
tor affecting the adoption of online TM sharing: infrastructure. 
Real-time TM reading and writing over the internet needs stable 
and powerful internet connections, and Idiom’s approach mini-
mized the impact of this, making its approach practical when 
working with low-quality connections. For real-time sharing 
of TMs, WorldServer included a web-based interface, which we 
would now call a cloud-based solution.

While ten years ago we only had four or five solutions using 
online TMs, today we can find more than 40. We now classify 
CAT tools in two different categories: desktop-based or cloud-
based. For higher flexibility, we find both approaches being 
addressed by some developers such as WordFast or Kilgray 
(memoQ).

One of the most important changes that we can appreciate 
in these ten years is the proliferation of this type of solution, 
with a clear trend toward cloud-based solutions. Prolifera-
tion means competition and competition means lower and 
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flexible pricing. Today a group of 
translators can offer this technology 
to its clients while in the past only 
big corporations had the infrastructure 
and money to do so. It is still true that 
the level of development is very dif-
ferent and that this will be reflected in 
the price, but high-end solutions are 
still more affordable today than they 
used to be.

OmegaT, probably the open source 
solution with the greatest impact on the 
CAT tool industry, now offers the pos-
sibility of sharing an online TM. Even 
omnipresent internet giant Google has 
entered the game with Google Translator 
Toolkit, with the “fee” consisting of them 
having the right to use your translations 
to power their statistical machine trans-
lation solution. Many of the big LSPs 
also have their own proprietary systems.

Despite all of this, we can state that 
this technology has not yet fulfilled its 
whole potential and the barriers are still 
the same — internet infrastructure and 
the inherent hurdles involved in team 
work with a freelance base.

In a recent report commissioned by 
the Internet Corporation for Assigned 
Names and Numbers, The Boston Con-
sulting Group analyzes the main fac-
tors that hinder the full realization of 
e-business. They call them e-frictions.

Infrastructure accounts for 50% of 
e-frictions, broken down into access, 
speed, price, traffic and architecture. 
The infrastructure e-friction will be the 
factor we need to consider with regard 
to the implementation of workflows 
involving the use of online TMs. This 
has been one of the main reasons why 
this technology is not more widespread 
in our industry, and the reason why 
it has grown in importance in recent 
years, with a lot of players appearing 
on the market. In our particular case, 
it was what prevented us from invest-
ing in this technology in 2005, after 
having the experience of working with 
an online TM in a translation project 
for another LSP and realizing that we 
had to spend a considerable amount of 
unpaid time waiting for the responses 
from the TM.

Nowadays, this is still the same if 
we want to work with a team located in 
countries such as Morocco, Pakistan or 
Nigeria. The abovementioned e-friction 
index model establishes a classification 
for 65 countries according to their infra-

structure. The top country in this clas-
sification is Sweden, with an e-friction 
score of 14, and the last is Nigeria, with 
85 points. This type of classification can 
help project managers to establish areas 
of collaboration where connection speed 
and stability are not a source of risk for 
their projects.

Survey results and analysis
Many highly qualified translators 

are reluctant to work on a model that 
shifts the power balance to the LSPs. 
LSPs need to understand that if they 
want to work with the best qualified 
translators they will need to address 
all the freelance translators’ concerns. 
These concerns, from a linguist’s point 
of view, are still the same as those 
named by Garry Levitt over a decade 
ago in a 2003 MultiLingual article.

Proz.com’s survey on the subject 
reached the same conclusions. Out of 
a total of 1,302 freelance translators 
who responded, 854 (65.6%) were full-
time translators, 270 (20.8%) part-time 
translators and the rest were people 
taking translation work as a parallel 
activity. A full presentation of the 
collected data is available at www.
abroadlink.com/onlineTMsurvey.pdf.

From the collected data, we have 
an indicator of the penetration rate 
of online TM sharing in our industry. 
According to the survey results, less 
than 6% of the translators regularly 
work on projects involving TM sharing 
(Figure 1).

If we delve deeper into the analy-
sis of the data, we can see that senior 
translators do not participate in this 
type of project as often as junior trans-
lators. When filtering the responses by 
fulltime freelancers with more than ten 
years in the market, we observe that 
48% answered that they were willing or 
eager to work with this technology and 
11% actually work often or regularly 
with it. In comparison, 57.63% of full-
time translators with one to three years 
of experience are willing to do so, and 
16.87% already work often or regularly 
on such projects. See Figure 2.

One of the main objectives of con-
ducting this survey was to give the 
freelance translator community a voice 
with regard to this technology. Question 
7 presented the major identified issues 
from the translators’ perspective and 
asked them to classify them in order of 
importance. The indicated issues were 
the following:

Figure 1: Answers to the question about how often freelancers  
work on projects that involve sharing an online TM.

Figure 2: Breakdown of attitudes toward cloud-based translation tools 
 by senior (left) and junior (right) fulltime translators. 

Senior (more than 10 years) Junior (1-3 years)
Not asked

Reject project

Reluctant

No problem

Eager

Never

On very few occasions

Sometimes

Often

Regularly
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■■ Getting low-quality fuzzy matches  
 from other translators working on the  
 project that I will need to fix or that  
 will appear as done by me

■■ Payment calculation
■■ Higher processing time that lowers  

 my translation productivity

■■ Uncertainty of how long the project  
 will take

■■ Not being able to keep a TM of my  
 own translations

The order of the questions was set 
up randomly to avoid the conditioning 
of answers. Respondents were forced 

to choose a different value for each 
question. Translators were asked to 
evaluate these drawbacks of working 
with online TM solutions from 1 (most 
important) to 5 (less important). See 
Figure 3.

LSP and software development com-
panies should take action to respond to 
these concerns. Regarding ownership, 
we have already solved this in most of 
the desktop-based applications where 
translators can keep their own TM 
locally (for example, in the case of SDL 
Studio or memoQ). This issue mostly 
affects cloud-based-only interfaces. 
In any case, this is a concern that can 
easily be solved technically if there is 
an agreement on that. 

But the most important issue accord-
ing to freelance translators is still 
the quality of fuzzy matches received 
from other linguists working on the 
project. As a matter of fact, this is an 
issue even when freelancers accept 
discounts for fuzzies in a TM sent to 
them to work locally. Working with 
online TM sharing makes this problem 
bigger as the TM is fed in real time. 
If translators are being paid according 
to fuzzies and new words calculated 
as they translate, it is important that 
all segments introduced in the TM by 
linguists are final, so that when the 

www.ezuserguide.com
info@ezuserguide.com

Medical translation

Chinese GB
compliance consulting

In house multilingual 
LQA/DTP solution

Mobile app 
localization

Technical authoring 
for ECJK

EN15038:2006 Certified by LICS
ISO 9001:2008 Certified by CERMET

Figure 3: Answers to the question: “Please evaluate the following drawbacks of working  
with online TM solutions from 1 (most important) to 5 (less important).”

Full-time Junior (1-3 years)

Full-time Senior (10 years or more)

All
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other colleagues working on the same 
project find a fuzzy they can work with 
it. On the other hand, if translators 
translate a segment and then “sleep on 
it” before confirming the segment and 
introducing it into the TM, they may be 
preventing others from benefiting from 
their work, losing possible fuzzies and 
creating inconsistencies.

The rest of the aforementioned 
issues need the attention of LSPs, as 
their good handling of these matters 
will ensure successful projects and 
will guarantee talent retention. For 
example, LSPs should ensure good 
management of company IT resources 
and be aware of freelancers’ internet 
connections to avoid time-consuming 
delays that annoy the end users of the 
system, lowering their productivity in 
a way that can affect the final delivery 
date of the project.

In regard to the software companies 
offering this solution, the survey rati-
fies SDL Trados server solutions as the 
most used, with 24.06% of respondents 
reporting having participated in a 
project using this technology. MemoQ 
Server is the second most used solution 
with 15.09%, and XTM Cloud the third 
with 10.60%. Figure 4 shows the most 
popular commercial software.

Like other technical solutions providing 
faster deliveries with a higher guarantee of 
quality, online TM sharing is here to stay. 
Competition on the software development 
arena and the SaaS model will improve 
these types of solutions and make them 

more affordable, enabling smaller players 
to compete for high volume projects. LSPs 
and freelance translators will keep improv-
ing their capacities, adapting to the new 
challenges for the sake of satisfying the 
needs of their clients.  M

Figure 4. Answers to the question “Which of the following online TM solutions have you worked with in a team project over the Internet?”

Junior 2 (1-3 years)

Junior 1 (4-5 years)

Senior 2 (7-9 years)

Senior 1 (10 years or more)

All

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

XTM Cloud
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resources, especially as related to the content of this issue. For more  
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computer-aided translation (CAT). Computer technol
ogy applications that assist in the act of translating text 
from one language to another.

eXtensible Markup Language (XML). A programming 
language/specification pared down from SGML, an interna
tional standard for the publication and delivery of electronic 
information, designed especially for web documents.

International Organization for Standardization (ISO). A 
network of national standards institutes from 145 countries 
working in partnership with international organizations, 
governments, industry, business and consumer representa
tives. ISO acts as a bridge between public and private sectors. 

localization (l10n). In this context, the process of adap
ting a product or software to a specific international lan
guage or culture so that it seems natural to that particular 
region. True localization considers language, culture, cus
toms and the characteristics of the target locale.

machine translation (MT). A technology that translates 
text from one human language to another, using terminol
ogy glossaries and advanced grammatical, syntactic and 
semantic analysis techniques.

quality assurance (QA). The activity of providing evi
dence needed to establish confidence among all concerned 
that qualityrelated activities are being performed effec
tively. All those planned or systematic actions necessary to 
provide adequate confidence that a product or service will 
satisfy given requirements for quality. QA covers all activi
ties from design, development, production and installation 
to servicing and documentation.

return on investment (ROI). In finance, the ratio of money 
gained or lost on an investment relative to the amount of 
money invested. The amount of money gained or lost may be 
referred to as interest, profit/loss, gain/loss or net income/loss.

rule-based machine translation (RBMT). The applica
tion of sets of linguistic rules that are defined as correspon

dences between the structure of the source language and 
that of the target language. The first stage involves analyz
ing the input text for morphology and syntax — and some
times semantics — to create an internal representation. The 
translation is then generated from this representation using 
extensive lexicons with morphological, syntactic and seman
tic information, and large sets of rules.

statistical machine translation (SMT). A machine trans
lation paradigm where translations are generated on the 
basis of statistical models whose parameters are derived 
from the analysis of bilingual text corpora. SMT is the trans
lation of text from one human language to another by a 
computer that learned how to translate from vast amounts 
of translated text.

TBX. TermBase eXchange standard. A standard for termi
nology and term exchange.

TMX. Translation Memory eXchange. An open XML stan
dard for the exchange of translation memory data created by 
computeraided translation and localization tools.

translation memory (TM). A special database that stores 
previously translated sentences which can then be reused on 
a sentencebysentence basis. The database matches source 
to target language pairs.

Unicode. The Unicode Worldwide Character Standard 
(Unicode) is a character encoding standard used to represent 
text for computer processing. Originally designed to support 
65,000 characters, it now has encoding forms to support 
more than one million characters. 

XML Localization Interchange File Format (XLIFF). An 
XMLbased format for exchanging localization data. Stan
dardized by OASIS in April 2002 and aimed at the localiza
tion industry, XLIFF specifies elements and attributes to aid in 
localization. XLIFF could be used to exchange data between 
companies, such as a software publisher and a localization 
vendor, or between localization tools, such as translation 
memory systems and machine translation systems.
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AssociAtions

 
ELIA 
ELIA, the European Language Industry Association, brings 
together translation, localization and interpreting compa-
nies that do business in Europe. The association provides 
its members with tools and opportunities to improve their 
businesses such as training and networking events, resources 
for business development and joint marketing efforts. Above 
all, ELIA is a community of peers. It is a place for language 
companies to learn, grow, socialize and share. Join us. 
Discover ELIA. Share the enthusiasm.
ELIA Cubic Business Centre, 533 Stanningley Road,  
Leeds LS13 4EN, UK, +393458307084 
E-mail: info@elia-association.org, Web: www.elia-association.org

  
Globalization and Localization Association 
The Globalization and Localization Association is a fully rep-
resentative, nonprofit, international industry association for 
the translation, internationalization, localization and global-
ization industry. The association gives members a common 
forum to discuss issues, create innovative solutions, promote 
the industry and offer clients unique, collaborative value.
Globalization and Localization Association 23 Main Street,  
Andover, MA 01810, 206-329-2596, Fax: 815-346-2361 
E-mail: info@gala-global.org, Web: www.gala-global.org 

TAUS 
TAUS is a resource center for the global language and trans-
lation industries. Our mission is to increase the size and 
significance of the translation industry to help the world 
communicate better.  We envision translation as a stan-
dard feature, a utility, similar to the internet, electricity 
and water.   We support buyers and providers of language 
services and technologies with a comprehensive suite of 
online services, software and knowledge that help them to 
grow and innovate their businesses. We extend the reach and 
growth of the translation industry through our vision of the 
Human Language Project and our execution with sharing 
translation memory data and quality evaluation metrics.
TAUS Keizersgracht 74, 1015CT Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
31-299-672028, E-mail: info@taus.net, Web: www.taus.net 

AutomAted trAnslAtion

 
KantanMT 
KantanMT is a cloud-based statistical machine transla-
tion platform that offers members an intuitive, easy-to-
navigate platform for managing machine translations. It is 
a subscription-based service targeted at small to mid-sized 
language service providers that are keen to grow their busi-
ness. KantanMT allows members to build domain specific 
engines for each of their clients and ensures that all data 
is fully encrypted and hosted on a secure Amazon server. 
Members can use stock engines and training data provided 
by KantanMT in addition to their own bilingual and mono-
lingual data files to build their engines.
KantanMT INVENT Building, DCU Campus, Glasnevin,  
Dublin 9, Ireland, +353-1-7007874 
E-mail: info@kantanmt.com, Web: http://kantanmt.com   

conferences

  
Localization World 
Localization World conferences are dedicated to the lan-
guage and localization industries. Our constituents are the 
people responsible for communicating across the bound-
aries of language and culture in the global marketplace. 
International product and marketing managers participate 
in Localization World from all sectors and all geographies 
to meet language service and technology providers and to 
network with their peers. Hands-on practitioners come to 
share their knowledge and experience and to learn from 
others. See our website for details on upcoming and past 
conferences. 
Localization World, Ltd.  
319 North 1st Avenue, Sandpoint, ID 83864 
208-263-8178, Fax: 208-263-6310 
E-mail: info@localizationworld.com 
Web: www.localizationworld.com  
See ad on page 4

consulting services

 
LocalizationGuy, LLC
LocalizationGuy, LLC, is a consultancy serving buyers and 
providers of language services. We help companies that buy 
language services to identify and deploy optimal localiza-
tion solutions to fit their needs. We offer veteran expertise 
as our clients navigate the many personnel, process and 
technology decisions involved in running effective local-
ization operations, whether in-house or through external 
localization vendors. LocalizationGuy also helps language 
service providers formulate business goals, develop and 
implement sound business strategies and launch strate-
gic marketing efforts. LocalizationGuy is led by a 20-year 
localization industry veteran and former chairman of the  
Globalization and Localization Association. 
LocalizationGuy, LLC P.O. Box 117210, Dallas, TX 75011 
612-986-3108, E-mail: sales@localizationguy.com 
Web: www.localizationguy.com

 
Rockant Training & Consulting
Rockant provides training and consulting to managers of in-
ternational programs, products and services. Rockant consul-
tants represent the buyer community. Programs and services 
constantly evolve with the needs of buyers of localization 
services and the capabilities of the marketplace. Rockant's 
in-depth knowledge of the vendor community stems from 
experience with actual implementation projects. Rockant 
provides online training and consulting where managers of 
international programs, products and services need it most: 
From managing your subject matter experts to automating 
translation and improving time to enter new geographies, 
Rockant prepares your global workforce to beat expectations. 
Rockant Training & Consulting 2275 Research Boulevard, Suite 500, 
Rockville, MD 20850, 301-825-5418, Fax: 240-575-6577 
E-mail: info@rockant.com, Web: https://rockant.com  
See ad on page 34

desktop publishing 

  

Global DTP
Global DTP s.r.o., based in the Czech Republic, offers 
professional multilingual desktop publishing and media 
engineering solutions to the localization industry. For the 
past ten years, Global DTP has become one of the leading 
DTP companies. We have been delivering high quality and 
cost-effective services for at least eight of the top 20 LSPs 
and many other companies/agencies. Given our extensive 
experience in localization and knowledge of the prepress, 
media and publishing industries, our team of 20 in-house 
professionals handles more than 400 projects every year. 
Our core services are multilingual desktop publishing and 
Flash, video and HTML engineering. 
Global DTP Videnska 125a, Brno 61900, Czech Republic 
+420 603 574 709, E-mail: info@global-dtp.com 
Web: www.global-dtp.com 

 enterprise solutions  

 
Across Systems
Multiple Platforms
Across Language Server is a market-leading software plat-
form for all corporate language resources and translation 
processes. Within a very short time, the use of Across can 
increase the translation quality and transparency, while 
reducing the workload and process costs. The Across 
translation management software includes a translation 
memory, a terminology system, a powerful PM and work-
flow control tools. It allows end-to-end processing for a 
seamless collaboration of clients, LSPs and translators. 
Open interfaces enable the direct integration of third-party 
solutions like CMS, ERP or others. Customers include 
Allianz Versicherungs AG, HypoVereinsbank, SMA Solar 
Technology, ThyssenKrupp and hundreds of other leading 
companies. Languages All
Across Systems GmbH Im Stoeckmaedle 13-15, D-76307 Karlsbad, 
Germany, 49-7248-925-425, E-mail: international@across.net 
Across Systems Inc. Glendale, CA 91203, 877-922-7677 
E-mail: americas@across.net, Web: www.across.net  
See ad on page 31
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STAR Group
Multiple Platforms
STAR Group was founded in Switzerland 30 years ago with 
the exclusive focus of facilitating cross-cultural technical 
communications in all languages. The company has grown to 
be the largest privately held multilingual information tech-
nology and services company in the world with 46 offices in 
31 countries. Its advanced technology developments have 
propelled STAR to its current market position. Core services: 
information management, translation, localization, publish-
ing, on-demand printing and consulting. Core technologies: 
Transit (translation memory), TermStar/WebTerm (termi-
nology management), GRIPS (product information manage-
ment), MindReader (context-sensitive authoring assistance), 
STAR CLM (corporate language management), STAR CPM 
(corporate process management), i-KNOW (competence 
management) and SPIDER (Interactive Electronic Technical 
Manual). Languages All
STAR Group Wiesholz 35, 8262 Ramsen, Switzerland 
41-52-742-9200, 216-691-7827, E-mail: info@star-group.net 
Web: www.star-group.net See ad on page 10

locAlizAtion services

  
7Brands Global Content
7Brands Global Content offers solutions that are tailored 
to your business while providing results that are on time, 
on point and on budget. With offices around the world, 
our experienced management team ensures that your busi-
ness becomes our business and all of our solutions are 
handled as part of your team. 7Brands’ services include 
translation, desktop publishing, localization, SEO and 
web development. Our expertise in this industry allows 
us to stand out in the crowd, so your business also can while 
achieving its global goals. Languages All 
7Brands Global Content 262 W. 38th Street, Suite 1705,  
New York, NY 10018, 212-300-5990, 800-725-6498,   
E-mail: sales@7brands.com, Web: www.7brands.com 
See ad on page 17

 
ADAPT Localization Services 
ADAPT Localization Services offers the full range of 
services that enables clients to be successful in interna-
tional markets, from documentation design through 
translation, linguistic and technical localization ser-
vices, prepress and publication management. Serving 
both Fortune 500 and small companies, ADAPT has 
gained a reputation for quality, reliability, technological  
competence and a commitment to customer service. Fields 
of specialization include diagnostic and medical devices, IT/
telecom and web content. With offices in Bonn, Germany; 
Stockholm, Sweden; and Barcelona, Spain, and a number of 
certified partner companies, ADAPT is well suited to help 
clients achieve their goals in any market. 
Languages More than 50 
ADAPT Localization Services Clemens-August-Strasse 16-18,  
53115 Bonn, Germany, 49-228-98-22-60, Fax: 49-228-98-22-615 
E-mail: adapt@adapt-localization.com 
Web: www.adapt-localization.com See ad on page 19

 
Alliance Localization China (ALC)
ALC offers document, website and software translation 
and localization, desktop publishing and interpreter ser-
vices. We focus on English, German and other European 
languages to and from Chinese, Japanese, Korean and 
other Asian languages. We use TRADOS, CATALYST, 
SDLX, Transit, Wordfast, memoQ and other CAT tools, 
as well as DTP tools including CorelDRAW, FrameMaker, 
FreeHand, Illustrator, InDesign, PageMaker, Photoshop 
and QuarkXPress. Our customer-oriented approach is 
supported by strong project management, a team of spe-
cialists, a large knowledge base and advanced methodolo-
gies. We always provide service beyond our customers’ 
expectations at a low cost and with high quality, speed, 
dependability and flexibility. Languages Major Asian and 
European languages 
Alliance Localization China Suite 526, Building B, No.10,  
Xing Huo Road, Fengtai Science Park, Beijing 100070, P.R. China 
86-10-8368-2169, Fax: 86-10-8368-2884, E-mail:  
customer_care@allocalization.com, Web: www.allocalization.com 

  
Bahasa Bagoes Translation Services
Established in 1999 and based in Indonesia, Bahasa Bagoes man-
ages all projects exclusively in-house with a dedicated team of 
experienced linguists and applies strict QA procedures. Experts 
in life sciences, IT, telecommunication, legal, HRD, games, auto-
motive, tourism and hospitality, e-learning, marketing, machin-
ery, consumer products and many more.  Languages English, 
German and Japanese into Indonesian
Bahasa Bagoes Translation Services Jalan Jamir Indah No. 43, 
RT04/RW06, Pondok Cina, Depok, Indonesia, +6221 78883228 
E-mail: latifah@centrin.net.id, Web: www.bahasabagoes.com

  
Binari Sonori
Binari Sonori has been a leading provider of international 
media localization services since 1994, with a unique team 
of project managers, studios, engineers and selected lin-
guists spread over 30 countries worldwide. Solid procedures 
and transparent relationships with clients guarantee high 
quality of text, audio and video, timeliness and flexibility. 
We are accustomed to working for global companies that 
need to reach a broad range of markets with their media 
and entertainment products. Specialized support available 
for any media localization activity, from effective audio 
localization to international content creation. Highly pro-
fessionalized one-stop shop supporting today’s media local-
ization projects. 
Binari Sonori S.r.l. Viale Fulvio Testi, 11, 20092 Cinisello Balsamo, 
Milano, Italy, 39-02-61866-310, Fax: 39-02-61866-313 
E-mail: translate@binarisonori.com, Web: www.binarisonori.com 
See ad on page 38

 

E-C Translation Ltd. is Now EC Innovations, Inc.
E-C Translation Ltd., the technology-driven language service 
company with a mission to provide high quality localization 
solutions, is pleased to announce the rebranding of its busi-
ness to EC Innovations, Inc. Since 1997, EC Innovations, an 
ISO 9001:2008 certified organization, has grown to nearly 
350 full-time employees, providing multilingual and inter-
disciplinary services worldwide. The new name and image 
are a reflection of our completeness as a full-fledged local-
ization solutions provider. Hereafter, EC Innovations will 
continue to focus on providing our customers with the 
highest quality of language and technology solutions while 
maintaining our reputation for being a customer-centric 
organization. Languages All
EC Innovations, Inc. 501 Silverside Road, Suite 105,  
Wilmington, DE 19809, 312-863-1966, Fax: 312-361-3802 
E-mail: info@ecinnovations.com, Web: www.ecinnovations.com

High Quality Asian Localization,  
Voiceover and Multimedia 
EQHO Communications — one of Southeast Asia’s 
largest independent localization firms, has over 70 
in-house staff. Building on a well-educated and inex-
pensive labor base in Thailand, EQHO has created an  
internationally recognized localization firm specializing 
in the rarer Southeast Asian languages, as well as Chinese, 
Japanese and Korean. EQHO operates from a 1,000-square-

    L10N@e4net .ne t  •  www.e4net .ne t
     Tel: 822-3465-8500 • Fax: 822-3465-8502

Gateway to Asia – TOTAL SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
Languages: Major Asian languages, including Korean, Japanese, S-Chinese, T-Chinese, 
Thai, Malay, Indonesian and Vietnamese
Established in 1995, E4NET is a leading provider of high-quality localization and global-
ization services. We also provide the full scope of linguistic testing services in Windows, 
Macintosh, Linux and Unix, DTP services, and audio recording/video script translation. 
Our accumulated experience and know-how have allowed us to successfully accom-
plish many major projects for clients such as Microsoft, IBM, Oracle, Hewlett-Packard,  
LG Electronics, SAP, Digi-key, Panasonic and more. We specialize in the fields of IT such 
as ERP/CRM/DBMS, consumer software, hardware/equipment, OS, server application, 
management and storage. In addition, our service expands to other industries such as  
medical/healthcare, travel, fashion, game, automation and automotive.
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meter office in central Bangkok. With in-house linguists, 
DTP operators, localization and multimedia engineers, 
and on-site recording studios, we offer an unrivaled level of 
service and rapid turnaround. EQHO also has facilities in  
Vientiane, Lao PDR and Brno, Czech Republic. In 2012, 
EQHO was ranked as a Top 20 Asia-based LSP by CSA. 
Languages Translation: All commercial languages, specializ-
ing in Asian pairs. Voiceover/multimedia: All languages
EQHO Communications 152 North Sathorn Road, Bangkok, 
Thailand, 10500, +66 (0)2 637 8060, Fax: +66 (0)2 637 8422 
E-mail: info@eqho.com, Web: www.eqho.com See ad on page 9

 
EuroGreek Translations Limited
Established in 1986, EuroGreek Translations Limited is 
Europe’s number one Greek localizer, specializing in tech-
nical and medical translations from English into Greek 
and Greek into English. EuroGreek’s aim is to provide high 
quality, turnkey solutions, encompassing a whole range of 
client needs, from plain translation to desktop/web publish-
ing to localization development and testing. Over the years, 
EuroGreek’s services have been extended to cover most sub-
ject areas, including German and French into Greek localiza-
tion services. All of EuroGreek’s work is produced in-house 
by a team of 25 highly qualified specialists and is fully guar-
anteed for quality and on-time delivery. Language Greek 
EuroGreek Translations Limited 
London 27 Lascotts Road, London, N22 8JG United Kingdom 
Athens EuroGreek House, 93 Karagiorga Street,  
Athens, 166 75 Greece, 30-210-9605-244, Fax: 30-210-9647-077 
E-mail: production@eurogreek.gr, Web: www.eurogreek.com  
See ad on page 35

 

iDISC Information Technologies
iDISC, established in 1987, is an ISO-9001 and EN-15038 
certified language and software company based in Barcelona 
with branches and teams in Argentina, Mexico, Brazil, Bolivia 
and Guatemala. We have dedicated teams for web content, 
software localization and translation of technical, business, 
automotive, biomedical and marketing documents. Our soft-
ware development engineers and translation teams provide 
high-quality and on-time production solutions that are cost-
efficient, flexible and scalable. Languages Spanish (all vari-
ants), Portuguese (all variants), Catalan, Basque, Galician, 
Valencian, K’iche’, Quechua, Aymara, Guarani 
iDISC Information Technologies Passeig del Progrés 96,  
08640 Olesa de Montserrat, Barcelona, Spain 
34-93-778-73-00, Fax: 34-93-778-35-80 
E-mail: info@idisc.es, Web: www.idisc.es

New markets for your
products and solutions

 
Janus Worldwide Inc.
Janus is a leading provider of language solutions to the 
world’s most global companies. Our flexible, scalable and 
proven approach enables our team to deliver services with 
top-quality results both on time and on budget. Industries 
we serve include IT, telecom, life sciences, energy, financial 
and automotive. Some of the services we offer are: functional 
and linguistic testing; software, website and multimedia 
localization; and technical, e-learning and marketing transla-
tion. Our processes are backed by the ISO 9001:2008 quality 
certification and our clients include Microsoft, IBM, Siemens 
and Volkswagen. We have nine offices in Asia, Europe and the 
US to facilitate communication globally. 
Languages 80 and growing 
Janus Worldwide Inc. Derbenevskaya nab., 11B, Office B208, 
Moscow 115114, Russia, +7-495-913-66-53, US 855-526-8799 
Fax: +7-495-913-66-53, E-mail: info@janusww.com,  
Web: www.janusww.com See ad on page 29

Moravia
Moravia is a leading globalization solution provider, 
enabling companies in the information technology, 
e-learning, life sciences, consumer electronics and telecom-
munications industries to enter global markets with high 
quality multilingual products. Moravia’s solutions include 
localization, product testing, multilingual publishing, tech-
nical translation, content creation, machine translation and 
workflow consulting. Adobe®, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle and 
Toshiba are among some of the leading companies that 
depend on Moravia for accurate, on-time and economi-
cal localization. With global headquarters in Brno, Czech 
Republic, Moravia has local offices in Europe, the United 
States, Japan, China and Latin America. To learn more, 
please visit  us at www.moravia.com. Languages All 
Moravia 
USA 810 Lawrence Drive, Suite 210, Newbury Park, CA 91320 
805-262-0055, Fax: 805-375-8292 
E-mail: info@moravia.com, Web: www.moravia.com 
Europe 420-545-552-222, E-mail: europe@moravia.com 
Ireland 353-1-709-9822, E-mail: ireland@moravia.com 
Asia 86-25-8689-6500, E-mail: asia@moravia.com 
Japan 81-3-3354-3320, E-mail: japan@moravia.com
Argentina 54-341-481-2992, E-mail: argentina@moravia.com 
See ad on page 60

Your Vision. Worldwide.

 
Full-service Translation, Localization  
and Multilingual Testing
Net-Translators provides turnkey translation, localization 
and multilingual testing services and customized strategy-to-
deployment localization solutions. For over ten years, it has 
helped technology companies and medical device manufactur-
ers prepare their products and services for global markets. For 
software applications (GUI, online help and documentation), 
marketing materials, websites and more, Net-Translators’ 
customer-focused, professional teams deliver consistent, 
accurate results in compliance to international regulations. 
Their one-of-a-kind Multilingual Testing Center is specially 
equipped and staffed to offer the ultimate testing environ-
ment for localized products. EN 15038:2006, ISO 9001:2008 
and ISO 13485:2003 certifications and a long-standing 
reputation for quality have earned Net-Translators the trust 
of industry leaders worldwide. Languages More than 60 
Net-Translators 
USA Cupertino, CA, 800-320-1020 
E-mail: salesusca@net-translators.com 
USA Marlborough, MA, 617-275-8128 
E-mail: salesuseast@net-translators.com
Europe London, England, +44-20-3393-8385 
E-mail: saleseu@net-translators.com 
Middle East Or Yehuda, Israel +972-3-5338633 
E-mail: salesil@net-translators.com 
South America Posadas - Misiones, Argentina, +54-3764-487029 
E-mail: salessoutham@net-translators.com
Web: www.net-translators.com See ads on pages 32, 59

 
Greek Localization Experts Since 1983
Founded in 1983, this year ORCO celebrates its 30th anni-
versary! A leading translation and localization provider, the 
company specializes in software localization and technical 
translation (IT, telecommunications, medical, automotive, 
engineering, marketing, financial, EU). ORCO deals primar-
ily with Greek projects, although translation from other lan-
guages can be taken aboard. With its experienced in-house 
personnel, ORCO offers high quality services including lo-
calization, testing, engineering, DTP and more. Our client 
list includes long-term collaborations with companies such 

as Abbott, Canon, Cummins, Ford, General Electric, Google, 
IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, Sony and important international in-
stitutions such as the EU (CdT, DGT, European Parliament) 
and UNHCR. Language Greek
ORCO S.A. 6, Vas. Sofias Avenue, 106 74 Athens, Greece 
+30-210-723-6001, Fax: +30-210-7249124 
E-mail: info@orco.gr, Web: www.orco.gr

 
Localization and Globalization Partner
Saltlux was founded in 1979 as the first Korean 
technical translation company. Our services encompass 
translation, localization, DTP, MT post-editing, planning and 
writing of technical manuals. We have extensive experience 
in medical and pharmaceutical products and equipment, IT, 
software, electrical, automotive and technical industry, and 
so on. With 32 years of accumulated know-how, Saltlux will 
be your ideal global communication partner. To learn more, 
please visit www.saltlux.com. Languages Korean, Traditional 
and Simplified Chinese, Japanese and other Asian languages, 
European languages
Saltlux, Inc. 5~7F, Deokil Building, 967 Daechi-dong, 
Gangnam-gu, Seoul 135-848, South Korea 
822-379-8444, Fax: 822-379-5996 
E-mail: tcsales@saltlux.com, Web: www.saltlux.com

 
TOIN Corporation 
TOIN has achieved a 50-year track record of excellence by, 
as our clients say, being consistently “present” to meet their 
needs. TOIN offers a spectrum of translation, localization 
and consulting solutions to Global 1000 companies across a  
range of industries including automotive, IT, telecommuni-
cations, life sciences, e-learning, software, gaming, semicon-
ductors and consumer products. TOIN provides exceptional 
strength in Asia as well as a global reach, with offices in Japan, 
China, Korea, the United States and the United Kingdom. 
Languages Japanese, Traditional and Simplified Chinese,  
Korean, Malay, Thai, Vietnamese and European languages 
TOIN Corporation 
Japan Shiba 1-chome Building, 1-12-7 Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo  
105-0014 Japan, 81-3-3455-8764, Fax: 81-3-3455-6514 
E-mail: toshihito-hattori@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.co.jp 
North America Dallas, TX, 1-612-986-3108 
E-mail: aki-ito@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com 
Europe London, United Kingdom, 44-20-8644-8685 
E-mail: michael-stephenson@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com 
China Shanghai, P.R. China, 86-21-3222-0012  
E-mail: shen-yi@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com 

 
Ushuaia Solutions 
Ushuaia Solutions is a fast-growing Latin American com-
pany providing solutions for translation, localization and 
globalization needs. Ushuaia Solutions is focused on being 
creative and proactive to meet tight time frames with a high 
level of quality and a cost-effective budget. Customizing its 
processes, Ushuaia assures project consistency and techni-
cal and linguistic accuracy, thus reducing clients’ time-to-
market. Ushuaia combines state-of-the-art technology with 
top-notch experienced native translators, editors and soft-
ware engineers. Our mission is to work together with our 
clients, thereby creating a flexible, reliable and open rela-
tionship for success. 
Languages Spanish (all varieties), Portuguese (Brazil) 
Ushuaia Solutions Rioja 919, S2000AYK Rosario, Argentina 
54-341-4493064, Fax: 54-341-4492542 
E-mail: info@ushuaia solutions.com, Web: www.ushuaiasolutions.com  
See ad on page 23
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VistaTEC
VistaTEC is a leading provider of globalization services 
and specializes in the localization and testing of enter-
prise, mobile and desktop applications. VistaTEC provides 
translation, technical consulting, engineering and testing, 
language review, transcreation and brand integrity services 
during the design, development and marketing cycles of cli-
ents’ products. Languages All 
VistaTEC 
Europe VistaTEC House, 700 South Circular Road, Kilmainham,  
Dublin 8, Ireland, 353-1-416-8000, Fax: 353-1-416-8099 
USA East 2706 Loma Street, Silver Spring, MD 20902 
301-649-3012, Fax: 301-649-3032
USA West 1800 West El Camino Real, Suite 108,  
Mountain View, CA 94040, 408-898-2357 Fax: 408-898-2362 
E-mail: info@vistatec.com, Web: www.vistatec.com 
See ad on page 49

 
Xlated Ltd.
Xlated is a young and dynamic localization service pro-
vider, founded and managed by translators with 16+ years 
of specialization in software localization. Thanks to a proven 
knowledge of internationalization and localization processes, 
a team of highly skilled and motivated professionals, and an 
intelligent use of the most recent translation technologies, we 
offer a wide range of multilingual services for small to large 
and complex software localization projects. Services include 
terminology management, translation of GUI and user 
documentation, linguistic and functional quality assurance, 
engineering, multiplatform DTP and consulting. Languages 
French, Italian, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian
Xlated Ltd.
Riverbank, Kells Business Park, Kells, County Meath, Ireland
+353-(0)46-925-0005, E-mail: info@xlated.com 
Web: www.xlated.com 

nonprofit orgAnizAtions

 
The Rosetta Foundation
Access to information is a fundamental right. We want to 
relieve poverty, support health care, develop education 
and promote justice through access to information and 
knowledge across the languages of the world. The Rosetta 
Foundation supports the not-for-profit activities of the 
localization and translation communities. It works inter-
nationally with those who want to provide equal access to 
information across languages, independent of economic or 
market considerations, including localization and transla-
tion companies, technology developers, not-for-profit and 
non-governmental organizations. Languages All
The Rosetta Foundation Unit 13 Classon House,    
Dundrum Business Park, Dublin 14, Ireland, +353-87-6736414 
E-mail: info@therosettafoundation.org 
Web: www.therosettafoundation.org 

 
Translators without Borders
Translators without Borders is an independent registered 
nonprofit association based in France that assists non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) by providing free, 

professional translations. Founded by Lexcelera in 1993, 
Translators without Borders has provided over two mil-
lion dollars worth of free translations. Thanks to the funds 
saved, NGOs are able to extend their humanitarian work. 
Languages English, French, Spanish, German, Italian, Por-
tuguese, Dutch, Russian, Arabic, Chinese, Swedish
Translators without Borders Passage du Cheval Blanc,  
2 rue de la Roquette, 75011 Paris, France  
33-1-55-28-88-09, Fax: 33-1-55-28-88-09  
E-mail: twb@translatorswithoutborders.org  
Web: www.translatorswithoutborders.com  

terminology mAnAgement

Kaleidoscope
quickTerm manages the entire terminology life cycle. If 
you would like to see your SDL MultiTerm terminology 
used enterprise-wide, Kaleidoscope has the ideal add-on: 
quickTerm. With quickTerm, individuals do not need to be 
terminology-savvy power users or have their own MultiTerm 
license to quickly and easily access terminology. Users can 
simply search for terminology from within any application 
or via a web browser. This alone significantly raises the level 
of terminology adherence. Additionally, quickTerm enables 
enterprise-wide participation in terminology discovery, ap-
proval and revision processes, which further ties in colleagues 
in the terminology process. Languages German, English
Kaleidoscope GmbH Stojanstr. 26a, 2344 Maria Enzersdorf, Austria 
0043223643498-0, E-mail: info@kaleidoscope.at 
Web: www.kaleidoscope.at See ad on page 25

trAnslAtion  
mAnAgement systems 

Plunet BusinessManager
Multiple Platforms
Plunet develops and markets the business and workflow 
management software Plunet BusinessManager — one of 
the world’s leading management solutions for the translation 
and localization industry. Plunet BusinessManager provides 
a high degree of automation and flexibility for professional 
language service providers and translation departments. 
Using a web-based platform, Plunet integrates transla-
tion software, financial accounting and quality manage-
ment systems. Various functions and extensions of Plunet 
BusinessManager can be adapted to individual needs within 
a configurable system. Basic functions include quote, order 
and invoice management, comprehensive financial reports, 
flexible job and workflow management as well as deadline, 
document and customer relationship management.
Plunet GmbH Skalitzer Strasse 104, D-10997 Berlin, Germany 
+49-(0)30-322-971-340, Fax: +49-(0)30-322-971-359  
E-mail: info@plunet.com, Web: www.plunet.com  
See ad on page 8

  
Wordbee Translator 
Web-based
Wordbee is the leading choice for enterprises and transla-
tion professionals who need to save money and make their 
company run more efficiently. Wordbee has the most com-
plete feature set of any cloud solution: a CAT editor includ-
ing linguistic resource management, QA, spellchecking and 
machine translation combined with project management 

capabilities such as automated workflows, crowdsourcing, 
business analytics and API connectivity with third party 
applications. Project setup effort is significantly reduced. 
Project manager tasks such as translation assignment, dead-
line calculation, project phase kick-offs, mid-cycle source 
document changes, delivery, cost management and invoicing 
can be automated in the collaborative translation platform. 
Languages All
Wordbee 9 avenue des Hauts-Fourneaux, L-4362 Esch-sur-Alzette, 
Luxembourg, +352 54 55 80 875, +1 503 287 0023 
E-mail: info@wordbee.com, Web: www.wordbee.com 

XTM: Better Translation Technology
Multiple Platforms
XTM is a fully featured online CAT tool and translation 
management system available as a pay-as-you-go SaaS or for 
installation on your server. Built for collaboration and ease 
of use, XTM provides a complete, secure and scalable trans-
lation solution. Implementation of XTM Cloud is quick 
and easy, with no installation, hardware costs or mainte-
nance required. Rapidly create new projects from all com-
mon file types using the templates provided and allocate 
your resources to the automated workflow. XTM enables 
you to share linguistic assets in real time between transla-
tors. Discover XTM today. Sign up for a free 30-day trial at 
www.xtm-intl.com/trial. Languages All Unicode languages
XTM International PO Box 2167, Gerrards Cross, Bucks, SL9 8XF 
United Kingdom,  +44-1753-480-469, Fax: +44-1753-480-465 
E-mail: sales@xtm-intl.com, Web: www.xtm-intl.com  
See ad on page 15

  

XTRF Translation Management Systems 
Multiple Platforms
XTRF is a global management system for translation agen-
cies. With built-in cutting-edge Java technology, XTRF is a 
flexible, customizable and web-based software, enabling 
web access for a company’s suppliers and customers. It’s 
designed to help translation companies to streamline all of 
their daily activities, and it guarantees smooth management 
of the company while reducing administrative costs. Project 
management, invoicing, quotations, ISO 9001 reports and 
CRM are the main fields covered by the system. Designed by 
translation and localization professionals and created by the 
best IT team, this powerful tool will reduce the time spent on 
repetitive tasks and increase a company’s effectiveness.
XTRF ul. Kamieńskiego 51, 30-644 Kraków, Poland 
48-12-255-14-80, Fax: 48-12-255-14-77 
E-mail: info@xtrf.eu, Web: www.xtrf.eu  See ad on page 43

trAnslAtion services

 

Localization? Asianlization with HansemEUG 
HansemEUG is a leading localization provider special-
izing in Korean, Chinese, Japanese and other Asian and 
Middle Eastern languages including Vietnamese, Thai, 
Malay and Arabic. We have over 150 in-house staff who 
are all professionally trained and experienced in devel-
oping content for a variety of audiences. Our profes-
sionalism and experience ensure that your software 
or mobile device localization, or medical translation 
projects are accurate, clear, and of the highest quality.  
HansemEUG provides a single solution for all your docu-
mentation projects, including manual development, 
in-house DTP and graphic design, language audits and 
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consulting services for Chinese GB compliance. Our head-
quarters are located in Korea. Languages Asian and Middle 
Eastern languages
HansemEUG, Inc. #24, Gwongwang-ro 142-gil, Paldal-gu,  
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea 
+82-(31)-226-5042, Fax: +82-(31)-226-5040 
E-mail: info@ezuserguide.com, Web: www.ezuserguide.com 
See ad on page 48

 
Diskusija – Translation and Localization
Founded in 1993, Diskusija specializes in technical trans-
lation and localization services from Western European 
languages into all Central and Eastern European languages 
with a strong focus on Baltic languages (Lithuanian, Latvian, 
Estonian). Our experienced team is able to handle projects 
of any complexity. We guarantee a professional and personal 
approach to our clients’ needs, the use of state-of-the-art 
industrial technology, quality management at all stages of a 
project, on-time delivery, competitive rates and flexibility. We 
have extensive expertise in the following industries: IT, soft-
ware, hardware, telecommunications, medical equipment, 
medicine, pharmacology, accounting, finance, automotive 
industry, electronics, legislation and EU documents. 
Languages Central and Eastern European languages 
Diskusija Mindaugo g. 23A-73, Office 8, LT-03231 Vilnius, Lithuania 
370-5-2790574, Fax: 370-5-2790576 
E-mail: diskusija@diskusija.lt, Web: www.diskusija.lt 

LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.
LinguaLinx is a leading provider of global content and lan-
guage intelligence to organizations around the world. The 
content experts at LinguaLinx help manage and localize mes-
saging to enhance efficiency and provide consistency across 
all forms of communication. With offices around the world, 
LinguaLinx provides organizations with localization solu-
tions that fit their needs including: translation and interpre-
tation, marketing communications and website localization, 
translation memory deployment, multilingual SEO, transla-
tion readiness assessment and global content management. 
Unify your global organization with a customized content 
intelligence strategy and ensure that your messages resonate 
across borders with language intelligence. To learn more, visit 
lingualinx.com. Languages All
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.  
Hedley Park Place, 433 River Street, Troy, NY 12180 
518-388-9000, Fax: 518-388-0066 
E-mail: info@lingualinx.com, Web: www.lingualinx.com

Lionbridge
Lionbridge enables more than 800 world-leading brands to 
increase international market share, speed adoption of prod-
ucts and effectively engage their customers in local markets 
worldwide. We provide translation, online marketing, global 
content management and application testing solutions that 
ensure global brand consistency, local relevancy and techni-
cal usability across all touch points of the global customer 
life cycle.  Using our innovative cloud technologies, global 
program management expertise and our worldwide crowd 
of more than 100,000 professional cloud workers, we provide 
integrated solutions that enable clients to successfully mar-
ket, sell and support their products and services in global 
markets. Languages All
Lionbridge  
1050 Winter Street, Suite 2300, Waltham, MA 02451 
781-434-6000, Fax: 781-434-6034 
E-mail: marketing@lionbridge.com, Web: www.lionbridge.com 
See ad on page 13

Localization Care, Because We Care
Localization Care offers a full range of services from docu-
mentation design through translation, linguistic and tech-
nical localization services. Our experienced team is able to 
handle projects of any complexity. We guarantee a profes-
sional and personal approach to our clients' needs, including 
on-time delivery, competitive rates and flexibility. We have 
extensive expertise in the following industries: automotive, 
electronics, finance, medicine, pharmacology, medical equip-
ment, IT, software, hardware, legislation and more. Our cli-
ent list includes long-term collaborations with companies 
such as Nikon, Sony, St. Jude Medical, Nike, Adidas, Google, 
Microsoft and Apple. Give us a try! We are sure you won't be 
disappointed! Languages All
Localization Care Limited Partnership Ul. Kremerowska 6/5,  
31-130 Kraków, Poland, +48 12 418 41 83, Fax: : +48 12 418 41 83 
E-mail: contact@localizationcare.com 
Web: www.localizationcare.com  

Medical Translations Only
Medilingua is one of the few medical translation specialists 
in Europe. We only do medical. We provide all European lan-
guages and the major languages of Asia  and Africa, as well 
as translation-related services to manufacturers of devices, 
instruments, in vitro diagnostics and software; pharma-
ceutical and biotechnology companies; medical publishers; 
national and international medical organizations; and other 
customers in the medical sector. Projects include the transla-
tion of documentation for medical devices, surgical instru-
ments, hospital equipment and medical software; medical 
information for patients, medical students and physicians; 
scientific articles; press releases; product launches; clinical 
trial documentation; medical news; and articles from medi-
cal journals. Languages 45, including all EU languages 
MediLingua Medical Translations BV  
Poortgebouw - Rijnsburgerweg 10, 2333 AA Leiden, The Netherlands 
+31-71-5680862, Fax: +31-71-5234660 
E-mail: simon.andriesen@medilingua.com 
Web: www.medilingua.com   
See ad on page 35

Omnia S.r.l.
Omnia has been helping companies successfully deploy their 
message in the global marketplace for 25 years. Let Omnia 
partner with you to meet your international communication 
objectives through a range of bespoke services, including 
technical documentation translation; marketing collateral 
transcreation; website and software localization; multilin-
gual desktop design and publishing; content authoring and 
controlled English; and content and term management. 
Languages 150 language combinations including rare and 
obscure languages
Omnia Group via Mazzini, 160/B, Sassuolo, 41049 Italy 
+39 0536 881375, Fax: +39 0536 882413 
E-mail: info@omnia-group.com, Web: www.omnia-group.com 
See ad on page 35

PTSGI 
For over 45 years, PTSGI remains the largest language service 
provider in Taiwan providing multilingual translation, website 
and software localization, interpretation, desktop publishing, 
technical writing, game software and online translation into 
more than 100 languages. Our expert teams are skilled in a 
wide range of software that includes Trados, SDLX, Transit, 
CATALYST, RC-WinTrans, Idiom, Across, Multilizer, Passolo, 
RoboHelp, FrameMaker, QuarkXPress, PageMaker, InDesign, 
Photoshop, Adobe Acrobat, CorelDraw, Illustrator, Freehand 
and Dreamweaver. We view our projects from the customers’ 
perspective and in turn gain the trust of our clients, steering 
our commitment to provide not just translation services but 
complete solutions. Languages More than 50
PTSGI 6F, #23 Section 6, Min-Chuan East Road,  
Taipei City 11494, Taiwan 
886-2-8791-6688, Fax: 886-2-8791-7884  
E-mail: market@ptsgi.com, Web: www.ptsgi.com
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Rheinschrift Übersetzungen, Ursula Steigerwald
Outstanding localization requires world-class experience. 
Rheinschrift gives your business a native voice in the Ger-
man-speaking world. We offer more than 20 years’ experi-
ence providing translations and localizations for software 
and hardware manufacturers as well as for the sectors of 
business, technology, legal matters and medicine/medical 
applications. Our services also range from glossaries, post-
editing, project management and desktop publishing services 
to many other related services. Rely on Rheinschrift to deliver 
the most competent translations and meet your deadline, 
whatever it takes. Language German to/from major Euro-
pean languages 
Rheinschrift Übersetzungen, Ursula Steigerwald  
Rolshover Strasse 99, D-51105 Cologne, Germany 
+49-(0)221-80-19-28-0, Fax: +49-(0)221-80-19-28-50 
E-mail: contact@rheinschrift.de, Web: www.rheinschrift.de  
See ad on page 26

 

Translation and Localization Into Polish 
Ryszard Jarża Translations is an established provider of 
Polish translation, localization, marketing copy adapta-
tion and DTP services. We focus primarily on life sci-
ences, IT, automotive, refrigeration and other technology 
sectors. Our in-house team is comprised of experienced 
linguists with medical, engineering and IT backgrounds. 
We guarantee a high standard of quality while main-
taining flexibility, unparalleled responsiveness and reli-
ability. Our services are certified to EN 15038:2006. 
Language Polish
Ryszard Jarża Translations  
ul. Barlickiego 23/22, 50-324 Wrocław, Poland 
48-601-228332  
E-mail: info@jarza.com.pl, Web: www.jarza.com.pl  
See ad on page 35

Skrivanek s.r.o.
Skrivanek has been delivering outstanding language solu-
tions for 20 years, affirming its position as a world leader 
in the translation industry. Our network of 50 offices in 15 
countries throughout Europe, Asia and the United States 
enables the provision of quality translations and product 
localization services in over 100 languages. Supported by 
3,000 linguists, 350 in-house native reviewers, teams of 
experienced project managers, software engineers and DTP 
specialists, our cutting-edge technologies facilitate cus-
tomer-driven solutions to meet the most exacting require-
ments. Our reputation is guaranteed by ISO 9001:2008 and 
EN 15038:2006 quality assurance certification and a clien-
tele that includes global corporations and major interna-
tional organizations. Languages All, with a focus on Central 
and Eastern Europe
Skrivanek s.r.o. International Project Management Centre,  
Na Dolinách 22,147 00 Prague, Czech Republic 
420-233-320-560, Fax: 420-241-090-946 
E-mail: info@skrivanek.com, Web: www.skrivanek.com 

SpanSource
SpanSource provides translation, localization and related 
services from Western European languages into all regional 
varieties of Spanish as well as other language combinations 
through our network of select SLV partners. Our domain 
focus is on health care and life sciences, software and IT, 
heavy machinery and automotive, legal and financial, oil 
and gas, corporate training and educational materials. Our 
comprehensive service portfolio also includes unparalleled 
desktop publishing and multimedia localization engineer-
ing support for e-learning materials. Our in-house staff 
of 25 includes project managers, senior linguists, desktop 
publishers, software engineers and graphic designers, which 
prove to be fundamental in SpanSource’s centralized, cus-
tomer-centric approach. Languages Focus on Spanish and 
Portuguese, other language combinations through partners
SpanSource SRL Santa Fe 1264, 1ºB, Rosario, S2000ATR Argentina 
54-341-527-5233, Fax: 54-341-527-0035  
E-mail: info@spansource.com, Web: www.spansource.com 

  
TripleInk Multilingual Communications
As a multilingual communications agency, TripleInk has 
provided industrial and consumer products companies with 
precise translation and multilingual production services for 
audio-visual, online and print media since 1991. Our expe-
rience in adapting technical documentation and marketing 
communication materials covers a wide range of indus-
tries, including biomedical and health care; building and 
construction; financial services; food and agriculture; high-
tech and manufacturing; and hospitality and leisure, as well 
as government and nonprofit organizations. Using a total 
quality management process and state-of-the-art software 
and equipment, our team of foreign language professionals 
delivers the highest quality translations in a cost-effective 
and time-efficient manner. Languages All major commercial 
languages 
TripleInk 60 South 6th Street, Suite 2800, Minneapolis, MN 55402 
612-342-9800, 800-632-1388, Fax: 612-342-9745 
E-mail: info@tripleink.com, Web: www.tripleink.com 

TRSB Inc. Translation Solutions
For over 25 years, TRSB’s mission has been to provide cost-
efficient, reliable language solutions addressing each client’s 
individual needs. As Canada’s leading translation and lo-
calization firm, TRSB offers a complete array of services, 
including marketing targeted for Quebec, copywriting,  
interpretation, voiceover/subtitling, linguistic consulting 
and auditing, terminology management and desktop pub-
lishing. No job is too big or too complex. Our expert teams 
of native-speaking translators are skilled in a wide variety of 
industries and subjects, most notably finance, banking, life 
sciences, human resources, insurance and regulatory mate-
rials. Contact us today to find out what we can do for you. 
Language French Canadian 
TRSB Inc. 276 Saint-Jacques, Montreal, H2Y 1N3 Canada
514-844-4682, Fax: 514-844-5983
E-mail: info@trsb.com, Web: www.trsb.com

trAnslAtion tools 

 
Kilgray Translation Technologies
Windows
Kilgray Translation Technologies is the world’s fastest grow-
ing provider of computer-assisted translation tools. In 2005 
the company launched the first version of memoQ, an in-
tegrated client-server translation environment designed 
to facilitate interoperability and teamwork. All of Kilgray’s 
products — memoQ, the memoQ server, memoQWebTrans, 
qTerm and Language Terminal — optimize productivity and 
control of the entire translation process and environment. 
Rated #1 by Common Sense Advisory among translation-
centric TMS systems, and used by thousands of translators, 
language service providers and enterprises throughout the 
world, memoQ and other Kilgray tools are accepted and ap-
preciated as premiere translation technologies. Languages All 
Kilgray Translation Technologies H-5700 Gyula, Béke sugárút 72., 
Hungary, +36-30-383-9435, Fax: +36-1-312-6019 
E-mail: sales@kilgray.com, Web: www.kilgray.com  
See ad on page 39

MadCap Lingo
Windows
The leaders in technical communication bring you MadCap 
Lingo, an XML-based translation management solution 
used by large multinational corporations, technical writ-
ers and freelance translators. MadCap Lingo offers support 
for a wide range of file formats, works with major industry 
TM systems and is fully integrated with the leading content 
authoring application MadCap Flare. Through its strategic 
partner Microsoft Corporation, MadCap Software delivers 
solutions optimized for Microsoft Windows, Visual Studio 
and the .NET environment. A free 30-day trial download is 
available at www.madcapsoftware.com. Languages All 
MadCap Software, Inc. 7777 Fay Avenue, La Jolla, CA 92037 
858-320-0387, 888-623-2271, Fax: 858-320-0338 
E-mail: sales@madcapsoftware.com 
Web: www.madcapsoftware.com  
See ad on page 6

Globalese MT System
Linux
Globalese® is a statistical machine translation (MT) system 
developed for LSPs and content owners. With Globalese, 
MT can be easily integrated into the standard translation 
workflow while project managers and translators can use 
their well-known CAT tools such as SDL Trados, memoQ 
or Wordfast. Globalese allows users to build project-specific 
engines in an easy and flexible way. Globalese can be man-
aged from a user-friendly, web-based interface from any stan-
dard browser. By using your own local installation of Glo-
balese, you can ensure that you do not need to upload any 
of your confidential content to third party providers or the 
cloud. Languages All European languages, Arabic, Simplified  
Chinese, Japanese and Korean 
MorphoLogic Localisation 54 Logodi, 1012 Budapest, Hungary 
+36 1 225 3704, Fax: +36 1 225 3705, E-mail: info@mloc.eu 
Web: www.globalese-mt.com See ad on page 7
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SDL Language Technologies
Windows 
SDL Language Technologies is the leading provider of trans-
lation software to the translation industry and recognized 
globally as the preferred computer-assisted translation tool 
of government, enterprise, language service providers and 
freelance translators. Its product portfolio includes the 
market-leading translation tool, SDL Trados Studio 2011, 
which offers a complete translation environment including 
translation memory, terminology and powerful project man-
agement tools. With support for the largest number of file 
formats, an open API and growing app marketplace, Studio 
2011 is the right choice for professionals serious about the 
business of translation. Languages All 
SDL Language Technologies Globe House, Clivemont Road, 
Maidenhead SL6 7DY, United Kingdom, +44-1628-417227 
E-mail: info@sdllangtech.com, Web: www.translationzone.com 
See ad on page 2 

Sovee 
Multiple Platforms 
The Sovee Smart Engine is equipping today's language 
service providers with the intelligent innovation they need 
to succeed in a rapidly changing industry. The Smart En-
gine is designed to do the heavy lifting and significantly 
reduce post-editing time. The Engine learns translation 
preferences for industry terms and uses them to translate 
more efficiently across all media, including moving tar-
gets such as dynamic website content, video and live chat 
text, as well as more traditional document translation. 
Languages All
Sovee 3806 Amnicola Highway, Chattanooga, TN 37406  
855-997-6833 
E-mail: info@sovee.com, Web: www.sovee.com  
See ad on page 20

SYSTRAN 
Multiple Platforms 
SYSTRAN is the market leading provider of machine transla-
tion (MT) solutions for the desktop, enterprise and internet. 
Our solutions facilitate multilingual communications in 52+ 
language pairs and in 20 domains. SYSTRAN Enterprise Server 
7, our latest achievement, is powered by our new hybrid MT 
engine which combines the predictability and consistency of 
rule-based MT with the fluency of the statistical approach. The 
self-learning techniques allow users to train the software to any 
specific domain to achieve cost-effective, publishable quality 
translations. SYSTRAN solutions are used by Symantec, Cisco, 
Ford and other enterprises to support international business 
operations. For more information, visit www.systransoft.com. 
Languages 52 language combinations
SYSTRAN Software, Inc.
North America 4445 Eastgate Mall, Suite 310, San Diego, CA 92121 
858-457-1900, Fax: 858-457-0648 
Europe 5 rue Feydeau, 75002 Paris, France 
+33 (0)1-44-82-49-00, Fax: +33 (0)1-44-82-49-01  
E-mail: info@systransoft.com, Web: www.systransoft.com  
See ad on page 45
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MultiLingual can help your students better understand the intersection of language, technology 
and culture via timely articles written by experts around the world. We can provide you with print 
and digital subscriptions plus other resources on www.multilingual.com.

Your students can learn about:
 • Building a business in another country  • Globalization
 • Internationalization    • Managing virtual teams
 • Project management    • Translation
 • Web design      • Localization

Contact us at subscriptions@multilingual.com to learn more about using MultiLingual 
in your classroom and preparing your students for their careers.

MultiLingual  has a special message for educators
    – we want to help you in the classroom.

www.multilingual.com

Find us on Facebook 
www.facebook.com/multilingualmagazine
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I their interaction style, often using informality, friendliness and use 
of first names to show “inclusiveness” or lack of distance. This ap-
proach may create a sense of uneasiness for members of a culture 
whose approach is to adopt a position of “negative face,” showing 
deference and distance to other parties for fear of offending them 
or threatening their face. The concept of “face” refers to a person’s 
public self-image. Positive face comes from a desire for apprecia-
tion and approval from others. Negative face is the desire to not be 
imposed on or to impose upon others. 

When people do not have a common frame of reference, mis-
understandings, conflict and productivity problems tend to arise. 
Conflict resolution is yet another aspect of intercultural business 
relationships that requires a high level of knowledge. The majority of 
intercultural conflicts are caused by misunderstandings about differ-
ent norms, styles, communication rhythms, values and approaches.

Providing a motivational work environment for employees who 
are different in their needs and expectations requires that a leader 
accurately interpret situations and respond in a culturally accept-
able manner. Any leader who assumes that what worked wonder-
fully in his or her native culture will also work to motivate employ-
ees in Taiwan may experience serious problems. 

The strategy of sending US corporate leaders and managers 
abroad for foreign assignments is not new. However, increasingly, 
corporations recruit leaders and managers to take foreign assign-
ments to solve dicey business problems in their overseas locations. 
An entire consulting industry has sprung up in the United States 
to serve organizations that need to maximize the success of these 
personnel decisions because the success rate in the recent past has 
been poor. The chief reason for the lack of success is culture clash — 
rigid American managers sent to foreign cultures with a mandate to 
“fix the problem” encountering a culture with a different mindset. 

Given all these demands, competent leaders are in short sup-
ply. With current demographic trends, including the upcoming 
retirements of many baby boomers (people born between 1946 and 
1964), Pew Research projects that the US leadership talent shortage 
will continue into the next several decades.  M

In order to remain competitive, global business 
leaders need to be able to adapt to diverse national, 
organizational and professional cultures. A leader 
who can accommodate and master these challenges 
practices what we refer to as geoleadership.
Differences in language, cultural preferences for pace, intonation, 

spatial distance and more play a role in any intercultural communi-
cation. The seemingly worldwide acceptance and use of “common” 
technologies, both hardware and software, can create an illusion 
of familiarity. Consultants can log on and instantly connect with 
clients in London, Paris or Istanbul. However, it does not follow that 
because a significant proportion of people worldwide run on Win-
dows software, they think the same, have the same values or face 
the same issues. In reality, our computer operating systems may be 
one of the few things that humanity has in common. There is also a 
risk in our over-reliance on technology to solve all of our problems. 
After all, more plumbing does not increase the quality of our water.

Reflect for a minute about the variety of cultures there are 
just within the United States, sometimes within the same city. Los 
Angeles has a different feel than New York. In San Francisco, North 
Beach (the Italian quarter) is quite different from Chinatown. The 
suburbs have a different feel than urban centers. These settings are 
different because they make up what are referred to as subcultures; 
cultures within cultures. Some of these subcultures are ethnicity-
based; others are created out of professional, lifestyle or economy-
based differences. 

Thus, the issue is broader than just the diversity encountered in 
today’s domestic workforce. The business leader of today is deal-
ing with the world at large, and not always with perfect results. 
The tendency of American business leaders to emphasize getting 
to “back-end” results quickly, while most of the world’s cultures 
emphasize “front-end” loading, has proved costly.

There are also certain leader roles that, by themselves, require 
a high level of skill. One such skill is negotiating. Cultures vary in 
perceptions about negotiating; some frown upon it, especially in 
certain situations, while other cultures rely on it as an integral 
aspect of any business exchange. Mismatches commonly occur 
between culturally different individuals due to misunderstandings 
about discretionary power, about what is and is not negotiable. 

Another issue frequently blocking negotiations between cultur-
ally different individuals is approach. For example, some cultures 
that adopt “positive face” will display sociability and solidarity in 

E.S. Wibbeke is the principal of Geoleadership. She is the author of 
Global Business Leadership (2014) published by Routledge.

To offer your own Takeaway on a language-industry issue, send a 
contribution to editor@multilingual.com.

E.S. Wibbeke

The importance of 
culturally savvy leaders 
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“Quality means doing it right 
when no one is looking.”
Henry Ford

www.net-translators.com
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moravia.com

Flexible thinking. Reliable delivery.

Content curation 
will blur the lines 
between content 
authoring and 
translation.  

“The future is already here 
– it’s just not evenly distributed.”

William Gibson

Lara S. Daly  
Director of Sales, North America 
Moravia 

Between the Internet’s abundant content and the 
shrinking consumer attention span, social media 
are increasingly influential in purchase decisions. 
Successful global companies will need to provide 
content that’s carefully selected and organized 
—or curated—for each local community. More 
than translation or even transcreation, content 
curation will become the most impactful way 
to capture attention and demonstrate thought 
leadership in target local markets.
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